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Preface
The 7th Workshop on Symbolic Data Analysis, SDA 2018, is held in Viana do Castelo, Portugal,
from October 18th to October 20th 2018, with a Tutorial on October 17th, locally organised by
the Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo and with the collaboration of CLAD - the Portuguese
Association for Classification and Data Analysis.
The SDA 2018 Workshop follows the spirit of the previous editions held in Vienna, Namur,
Madrid, Taipei, Orléans and Ljubljana, respectively, and aims at being a forum where the symbolic community comes together to share research results and experiences, opening the way for
future cooperation between participants.
This workshop includes oral presentations that present recent developments, from a theoretical or
methodological point of view, practical applications, and new software tools. Presentations cover
a wide range of topics, from clustering to regression, factorial methods to time series, as well as
applications in different domains as meta analysis, textual data or network analysis. The chapters
of this Book of Abstracts hence correspond to the Workshop sessions, as follows:
New Perspectives on SDA
Foundations of SDA
Clustering (two sessions)
Factorial Methods
Statistical Modelling
Regression
Time Series
Applications of SDA (two sessions)
Visualization and Modelling of Interval Data
First of all, the editors would like to thank all authors for their participation and enthusiasm. We
are specially grateful to the members of the Scientific Committee whose work was crucial to the
scientific quality of this Book of Abstracts.
The organisers would like to express their gratitude to the Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo,
in particular to the Higher School of Technology and Management of this Institute, and the Portuguese Association for Classification and Data Analysis, which enthusiastically supported the
Workshop from the very start, and all people there who worked actively for its organisation and
contributed to its success. We are very grateful to all our sponsors, for their generous support.
Finally, we thank all authors and participants, without whom the Workshop would not have been
possible.
Viana do Castelo, October 2018
Paula Brito
Sónia Dias
Paula Cheira
Conceição Rocha
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New Perspectives on SDA

New Advances on the Symbolic Data Analysis Framework:
Basic Theory, Explanatory Criteria,
Improving Machine Learning, New Directions of Research
?

Edwin Diday
CEREMADE, University Paris-Dauphine, Paris, France
? Contact author: diday@ceremade.dauphine.fr

Keywords: Big data, Complex data, Dynamic clustering, EM mixture decomposition, Explanatory power of a cluster, Latent Dirichlet model, Piecewise clustering, Symbolic Data Analysis.

In Data Science the aim is to extract new knowledge from Standard, Big and complex data. Often
these data are unstructured with variables defined on different kind of units. They can also be
multi sources (as mixture of numerical and textual data, with images and networks). In order to
reduce the size, the complexity and increase the efficiency of the models associated with such data,
a key solution is to use classes of row statistical units which are considered as new statistical units.
We present three advantages of considering classes. First, they are often the units that interest
the most the users. For example, “regions” instead of their “inhabitants” or “species” instead
of “specimen” or “documents” instead of their “words”. Second, classes induce local models
often (but not always!) more efficient than global ones. Third, they give a concise and structured
view on the data as they can be organized by a partition, a hierarchical clustering, a pyramid (for
overlapping clusters) or a Galois lattice. In unsupervised learning, classes are not known and can
be obtained by a clustering process called “Dynamical Clustering” improving iteratively the fit
between the classes and their associated model. In the case of unsupervised learning, classes can
be mode led for example by distributions or factorial axis. In case of supervised learning classes
can be modelled by regressions, canonical analysis, neural networks, SVM, etc. In both cases the
obtained classes can be described in order to express their within-class variability by vectors of
intervals, probability distributions, weighted sequences, functions, and the like, called “symbolic
data”. The aim of SDA is first to build the symbolic data table from classes and then to extend all
the methodology of Data science to such data.
After this general introduction on SDA, we present three recent advances. First, a theoretical
framework for Symbolic Data Analysis based on three random variables defined on the ground
population is presented (Diday (2019)). They are defined on the ground population Ω in the following way: C is a “class variable”: Ω → P such that C(w) = c where c is a class of a given
partition P ; X is a categorical variable: Ω → M such that X(w) = x is a category among the set
of categories M of this variable. From C and X, we can build a third random variable defined as
follows: S : Ω → [0, 1] such that S(w) = s(X(w), C(w)) = s(x, c) the proportion of the category
x inside the class c.
Second, this framework is used for defining several kinds of criteria for measuring explanatory
criteria of classes, variables and symbolic data tables. These criteria can be used in order for
placing in order individuals, classes of complex data and their symbolic descriptive variables by
characterization criteria (as “singularity” or “specificity”).
Third, we show in three steps that any machine learning process can be improved in the efficiency
and the explanatory power of its provided rules: in the first step by a dynamical clustering process
17

optimizing at each step a first objective function we obtain piecewise learning models, defined
by couples of clusters and local associated predictive models (regression, neural network, SVM,
Bayesian, decision tree, etc.); in the second step the obtained clusters are described by symbolic
data (induced by the explanatory variables), which leads to the explanatory power of each cluster,
measured by a second objective function; in the third step we provide an allocation rule for any new
unit (only known by its explanatory values, i.e. without knowing its predictive value) if it improves
simultaneously the first and the second objective function (i.e. at least improving one without
degrading the other). Several kinds of allocation rules are proposed including Latent Dirichlet
models (see Emilion and Diday (2019)) and kernel c-means (see De Carvalho et al (2018)).
Several open directions of research will be presented all along.
References
Afonso, F., Diday, E., Toque, C. (2018). Data Science par Analyse des Données Symboliques.
Technip, Paris.
De Carvalho F.A.T., Simões E.C., Santana L.V.C., Ferreira M.R.P. (2018). Gaussian kernel cmeans hard clustering algorithms with automated computation of the width hyper-parameters.
Pattern Recognition 79, 370–386.
Diday, E. (2016). Thinking by classes in Data Science: Symbolic Data Analysis. WIREs Comp
Stat 8, 172–205.
Diday, E. (2019). Explanatory power of clusters based on their symbolic description. In Advances
in Data Sciences, G. Saporta, H. Wang, E. Diday, R. Guan (Eds.), ISTE-Wiley.
Emilion, R., Diday, E. (2019). Symbolic Data Analysis Basic theory. In: Advances in Data
Sciences, G. Saporta, H. Wang, E. Diday, R. Guan (Eds.), ISTE-Wiley.
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Session I: Foundations of SDA

Complex Aggregation of Large Data Sets
Vladimir Batagelj1,2,3,

?

1. IMFM, Ljubljana, Slovenia
2. IAM UP, Koper, Slovenia
3. NRU HSE, Moscow, Russia
? Contact author: vladimir.batagelj@fmf.uni-lj.si

Keywords: Aggregation, Big data, Complex data, Complexity.

In analysis of large data sets the aggregation is a standard way for reducing size (complexity) of the
data. Recently some books dealing with theoretical and algorithmic background of the traditional
aggregation (replacing values of variable over a group by a single value) were published Beliakov
et al. (2007); Torra and Narukawa (2007); Grabisch et al. (2009); Bustince et al. (2013).
Data analysis programs provide aggregation functions such as: means (arit, geom, harm, median,
modus), min, max, product, bounded sum, counting, etc. A special care has to be given to variables
measured in different measurement scales. In theoretical discussion the traditional aggregation
functions are usually “normalized” to the interval [0, 1] – they take real arguments in [0, 1]k and
produce a value in [0, 1], and satisfy the conditions: f (0) = 0, f (1) = 1, and monotonicity
x ≤ y ⇒ f (x) ≤ f (y). Often, in applications, also idempotency and symmetry are required.
The applications of traditional aggregation functions are, besides determining a representative
value for a group of measurements, mainly to combine partial criteria into single criterion (multicriteria optimization and decision making) or to express the membership degree in combined fuzzy
sets.
A problem with the traditional aggregation is that often too much of information is discarded
thus reducing the precission of the obtained results. A much better, preserving more information,
summarization of original data can be achieved by representing aggregated data using selected
types of complex data such us symbolic objects Diday (1988), compositions Aitchison (1986),
functional data Ramsay and Silverman (2005), etc. In the SDA framework much work is devoted
to the summarization process, for example the function classic.to.sym in RSDA Rodriguez
(2018), and SODAS or SYR software.
In complex data analysis the measured values over a selected group A are aggregated into a complex object rep(A) and not into a single value. Most of the theory does not apply directly. In our
contribution we present an attempt to start building a theoretical background of complex aggregation. An interesting question is, which complex data types are compatible with merging of disjoint
sets of units (see also Diday (1995))
rep(A ∪ B) = F (rep(A), rep(B)),

for

A ∩ B = ∅.

For example, in physics and engineering the measurements are usually aggregated as µ ± σ. It
would be better for measurements A to represent them as rep(A) = (nA , µA , σA ), where nA is the
number of measurements. Then additional measurements B, A ∩ B = ∅, rep(B) = (nB , µB , σB )
can be combined into measurements C = A ∪ B, rep(C) = (nC , µC , σC ) determined by rep(A)
and rep(B) as follows
nC = nA∪B = nA + nB
21

nA µA + nB µB
nC
r
SC
=
− µ2C
nC

µC = µA∪B =
σC = σA∪B

2
where SC = SA + SB and SX = nX (σX
+ µ2X ).

In similar way we discuss some other representations used in the construction of complex objects
by aggregation.
References
Aitchison, J. (1986). The Statistical Analysis of Compositional Data. Chapman and Hall, London.
Beliakov, G., Pradera, A, Calvo, T. (2007). Aggregation Functions. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.
Bustince, H., Fernandez, J., Mesiar, R., Calvo, T. (Eds.). (2013). Aggregation Functions in Theory
and in Practise. Proceedings of the 7th International Summer School on Aggregation Operators
at the Public University of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain, July 16-20, 2013. Advances in Intelligent
Systems and Computing 228. Springer.
Diday, E. (1988). The symbolic approach in clustering and related methods of data analysis: The
basic choices. In Classification and Related Methods of Data Analysis., H.-H. Bock, (Ed.),
673–684. North Holland, Amsterdam.
Diday, E. (1995). Probabilist, possibilist and belief objects for knowledge analysis. Annals of
Operations Research 55, 227–276.
Grabisch, M., Marichal, J.-L., Mesiar, R., Pap, E. (2009). Aggregation Functions. Encyclopedia
of Mathematics and its Applications 127. Cambridge UP.
Ramsay, J.O., Silverman, B.W. (2005). Functional Data Analysis. 2nd edition. Springer-Verlag,
New York.
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Measuring Statistical Relation Between
Non-Ordinal Bar Chart Symbolic Variables
?

Edwin Diday1 , Simona Korenjak-Černe2
1. CEREMADE, University Paris-Dauphine, Paris, France
2. University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Economics, Slovenia
? Contact author: simona.cerne@ef.uni-lj.si

Keywords: Bar chart symbolic variable, Correlation, Metabin, Wasserstein distance.

Many real data sets can be most naturally presented with histograms or bar charts (e.g., structure of
population by gender and age in the region, structure of players by nationality in teams, structure
of deaths by cause of death etc.). For such data, an adapted basic statistics should be used (Billard
and Diday (2006)).
In our presentation, we are focused on the non-ordinal bar chart symbolic variables. There are
more possibilities to measure the statistical relation between non-ordinal bar chart symbolic variables. One of the simplest definitions is to measure strength of the correlation between bar charts
as a square root of the mean value of squares of bin correlations. But this measure does not include
any information about internal relations between bins. Irpino and Verde proposed a new basic
statistics for histogram data that is based on the l2 Wasserstein distance (Irpino and Verde (2015)).
In the actual Wasserstein distance, the values of the symbolic variables are histograms transformed
in quantile functions. This transformation is impossible to be done directly when the values of
the symbolic variables are bar charts defined by non-ordinal bins. To enable the use of the same
approach also for bar charts with non-ordinal bins, a kind of a natural order of such bins needs
to be found. Our aim is to present a possible way for building such a bin ordering in accordance
with the given symbolic data table. In our approach, the process includes four steps. The first step
aims at finding associations (i.e. metabins (Diday (2013))) between the bins of such variables by
maximizing the correlation. In the second step we find an order between the metabins maximizing
the correlation between bins of all possible cumulative distributions (CD) obtained by changing
the order of the bins. At each step, the coding of each bin is its rank. Having obtained the best cumulative distribution, the Wasserstein distance between objects and correlation between variables
can be used. This approach will be illustrated with an example on a real data set.
References
Billard, L., Diday, E. (2006). Symbolic Data Analysis: Conceptual Statistics and Data Mining
John Wiley, Chichester.
Diday, E. (2013). Principal Component Analysis for Bar Charts and Metabins Tables. Stat. Anal.
Data Min. 6(5), 403–430.
Irpino, A., Verde, R. (2015). Basic statistics for distributional symbolic variables: a new metricbased approach. Advances in Data Analysis and Classification 9(2), 143–175.
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Symbolic Polygonal Data Analysis
?

Wagner Jorge Firmino da Silva1, , Renata Maria Cardoso Rodrigues de Souza1 ,
Francisco José de Azevêdo Cysneiros2
1. Centro de Informática, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil
2. Departamento de Estatı́stica, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil
? Contact author: wjfs@cin.ufpe.br

Keywords: Interval data, Symbolic Data Analysis, Symbolic polygonal data.

Considering the diversity of data structures in Symbolic Data Analysis (SDA), interval-valued data
is the most popular and many methods have been developed for this type of variable. The use of
these approaches requires assuming equidistribution hypothesis (see, Bock and Diday (2000)): for
a sample of m intervals the probability of selection of each interval is 1/m; and the distribution
inside of interval is uniform. However, too much information is lost when this hypothesis is not
respected. Then, we propose a new equidistribution hypothesis to solve this limitation. This new
hypothesis considers that the data are uniformly distributed in a polygon. To construct the polygon
we use a centrality and a dispersion measure avoiding a significant loss of information.
This work introduces a new type of variable for treating polygonal data based on the SDA paradigm.
The concept is addressed as a bi-dimensional shape of a polygon with L vertices. The principal
advantages of using polygonal data are that they allow: (i) storing more information; (ii) reducing
significantly large data sets preserving the classical variability through polygon radius, independently the number of objects into class; (iii) opening new possibilities in data mining, and machine
learning.
Definition 1 Let Ω be polygons space and let Z be a random variable such that Z : Ω → R2 .
This random variable assumes values in polygon (P ) with L vertices, then Z = {(a1 , b1 ), . . . ,
(aL , bL )} ⊂ R2 . It can also be rewritten by Z = (ξ1 , ξ2 ), where ξ1 = {a1 , . . . , aL } and ξ2 =
{b1 , . . . , bL }.
Let nj be the number of individuals in a class j. Each individual is described by a continuous
variable X. A polygon Pj with L vertices for L ≤ nj inscribed in a circumference can be obtained
by





2π`
2π`
, cj + rj sin
,
(1)
Pj` = (aj` , bj` ) = cj + rj cos
L
L
where cj is the center of the polygon j (mean of X in class j), rj = 2 × sd(xj ) is the radius of
the polygon (or circumference) j and sd(xj ) is the standard deviation of X in class j, respectively.
Pjl represents a vertex of the polygon Pj and ` = 1, 2, . . . , L. In addition, from this type of data,
we define a symbolic polygonal random variable and its main descriptive measures e.g., mean and
variance whose result were omitted here (details can be seen in Silva (2017)).
Example: Consider two classes of point data, each one of size n = 5, and described by the classical
age variable X (see Table 1). Then, we can transform X into a symbolic hexagonal variable Z with
L = 6 vertices. Using the Equation (1), the vertices for class 1 are {(27.90, 33.69), (12.09, 33.69),
(4.19, 20.00), (12.09, 6.31), (27.90, 6.31), (35.81, 20.00)}; and for class 2 {(42.47, 45.74),
(33.53, 45.74), (29.06, 38.00), (33.53, 30.25), (42.47, 30.25), (46.94, 38.00)}. Figure 1 illustrates
the variable Z in the example.
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Table 1: Classical variable X
Class
1
2

A
20
40

Individual (id)
B
C
D
25
30
15
40
40
40

Mean
20
38

E
10
30

sd
7.9
4.47

radius
15.8
8.94

Class 2

Class 1

Figure 1: Symbolic polygonal variable (Z)
The use of the interval structure (lower and upper bounds) for describing aggregated data from
classical data yields symbolic interval variance greater than the variance for the classical data. To
prove this result we generate classic data from normal and exponential distributions with sample
size n = 1000. The normal distribution the mean and variance parameters are 0 and 16, respectively. The exponential distribution the rate is 5. After this, each sample of classic data represents
aggregated data that are described by polygonal and interval structures. Figure 2 presents scatterplots of numbers of vertices (L) versus interval and polygonal symbolic variances. From this figure
we can observe that as the number of vertices increases the symbolic polygonal variance converges
to real variance of classic data and this behavior is not sensitive to sample size (n) and distribution.
Besides, interval symbolic variance is much higher than to real variance.
50

0.16

Interval
Polygonal
Real

40

Interval
Polygonal
Real

Variance

Variance

0.12

30

0.08

20

0.04
10

3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49

3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49

Vertices (L)

Vertices (L)

(a) N ormal(0, 4) with n = 1000

(b) Exponential(5) with n =
1000

Figure 2: Behavior of interval and polygonal variances by number of vertices for two different
populations of normal and exponential data with n = 1000 individual entities.
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Symbolic data analysis (SDA) has been developed as an extension to data analysis that handles
more complex data structures. In this general framework the pair observation/variable is characterized by more than one value: from two (e.g., interval-value data defined by minimum and
maximum values) to multiple-valued variables (e.g., frequencies or proportions). This research
discusses model-based clustering of multiple-valued symbolic data.
Consider a sample of n individuals (observations). An individual will be denoted by i (i = 1, ..., n)
and is characterized by K variables or attributes. The kth attribute of individual i is denoted by
Yik and the sample value is yik . The vector Yi consists of elements Yik ; yi is defined similarly, and
y = (y1 , ..., yn ) denotes the sample data. The finite mixture (FM) model with S components or
latent classes for yi is defined by the composite density

f (yi ; ϕ) =

S
X

πs fs (yi ; θs ).

(1)

s=1

The mixture proportion, πs , is the a priori probability that the data for an individual comes from
component or subpopulation s, and can be interpreted
PS as the components relative size. These
mixing proportions, π1 , ..., πS , satisfy πs > 0 and s=1 πs = 1. Within each component (i.e.,
conditional on belonging to component s), observation yi is characterized by the density fs (yi ; θs ),
and ϕ represents all parameters in the model. For a detailed statistical analysis of FM models, see
McLachlan and Peel (2000). In a recent work Brito et al. (2015) developed a finite mixture of
Gaussian distributions that can handle interval-value data.
For multiple-valued symbolic data, yikl with l ∈ {1, ..., Lk } represents the proportions for observation i in variable k, where Lk is the number of categories of variable k. Let fsk (yik ; αsk )
with yik = (yik1 , · · · , yikLk ) and αsk = (αsk1 , · · · , αskLk ) be the Dirichlet distribution defined by
D(yik ; αsk ). By local independence of the K variables, the finite mixture model is
f (yi ; ϕ) =

S
X
s=1

πs

K
Y

D(yik ; αsk ).

(2)

k=1

The EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) has been the core algorithm for maximum likelihood
estimation of mixture models. In the case of Dirichlet distributions, the maximization step cannot
be computed using a close-form equation (Narayanan, 1991). Thus, the EM algorithm needs an
iterative optimization procedure in M-step to compute the estimates of the parameters conditional
on posterior probabilities. In recent years the development of general procedures to maximize
functions have added new alternative algorithms to the use of the EM. For instance, MacDonald
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(2014) shows that the direct optimization of the likelihood function can be six times faster than
using the EM algorithm. Moreover, direct optimization using Newton-Raphson provides standard
errors of the estimates. In this research, given the EM algorithm had to include an iterative M-step,
a direct optimization (Newton-Raphson) procedure was applied.
The model-based clustering model is illustrated with a demographic (population pyramids) data
set that contains the population structure for males and females for 220 countries. Hence, the
population structure is summarized by three variables: proportion of males and females, and age
distribution of male and female populations. Results show a two-component solution. The first
component contains 42.4% of the countries and presents an aged population structure. Remaining
countries belong to the second component and show a young population structure. For instance, all
European countries belong to the first component, whereas all African countries are in the second
component.
This new model-based clustering of multiple-valued symbolic data based on Dirichlet distributions
can be extended to the setting of mixture of regression and mixture-of-experts.
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Most of the clustering methods have been designed for one specific data types i.e. numerical,
textual, categorical, functional, probabilistic or graph. Nevertheless, the complete description of
a real situation needs more than one type of variable, and Symbolic Data Analysis deals with
this kind of situation. In the process of applying a clustering method to such a complex dataset,
it would be useful to be able to build clusters using the whole set of variables, even if they are
of different types. For that purpose, we propose to define a global similarity measure based on
similarities of pairs of objects computed on each chosen type of variable, based on the assumption
that a similarity measure exists for each data type.
If {u1 , . . . , up } is a set of values belonging into [a, b] ⊂ R , with p ∈ N0 , then the quasi-arithmetic
(p)
mean funtion Mφ : [a, b]p → [a, b] is defined by :
!
p
X
(p)
(p)
αi φ (ui )
(1)
Mφ (u) = Mφ (u1 , . . . , up ) = φ−1
i=1

where φ is a continuous, strictly monotonic function defined on [a, b], and ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , p} : αi ∈
p
X
[0, 1], with
αi = 1.
i=1

Quasi-arithmetic means are generalisations of classical means, thus, if φ(x) = x then expression
(1) gives the arithmetic mean, and if φ(x) = ln(x) or φ(x) = x−1 , it gives respectively the
geometric mean and the harmonic mean. But other generators can be used.
If si (i ∈ {1 · · · p}) are p similarity measures computed between two objects u, v, then we define
a joint similarity measure σ based on si using the quasi-arithmetic mean Mφ : Im(s1 ) × · · · ×
Im(sp ) → [0, K] (avec K ∈ R+
0 ):
σ(u, v) = Mφ (s1 (u, v), · · · , sp (u, v)) .

(2)

If ∀i ∈ {1 · · · , n}, Im(si ) = Im(σ) = [0, K] then σ is called a normalised joint similarity
measure. In this latter case, when K = 1, we propose to use for φ a generator of an Archimedean
copula.
For the sake of illustration, we use this kind of merged similarities using the classical Chinese
Climatic data. We do not use directly the raw data but the probabilistic form of these later which
can be found in the R HistDAWass (Histogram-Valued Data Analysis) package. We mixed: four
histogram data types, each carrying information about the mean temperature, and three real variables giving the localisation (latitude and longitude) and the altitude of each station. Using these
variables of different types, we perform a classical hierarchical clustering, on each type of variable
(and even if they are real variables in both cases we distinct altitude measures and coordinate measures) and on the mixing result using a quasi-arithmetic mean. In order to compare the quality of
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Figure 1: Comparison of clustering on each type of variable vs. all the variables mixed using a
quasi-arithmetic mean.
each clustering, we use the silhouette method, and as it can be seen in figure 1, the best clustering
is given using 5 clusters, but more importantly it is our proposed mix of all variables merged with
a quasi-arithmetic mean which gives the best silhouette score.
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Symbolic data analysis (Diday, 1987) provides techniques for handling “concepts” or groups of
individual data. As “big data” sometimes can be divided into naturally defined groups, symbolic
data analysis can supply tools for analyzing them. In our approach, we express such groups by
using low-dimensional moments. To summarize continuous variables, means, variances and covariances are usually used, and contingency tables are used for summarizing categorical variables.
We propose to use up to second moments descriptive statistics for both continuous and categorical
variables, and call them “aggregated symbolic data (ASD)”. Note that we sometimes need to transform continuous variables with large skewness to reduce asymmetry, because second moments are
useful to express symmetric distribution.
We consider that individual data has p continuous variables and q categorical variables. To treat
them in the same way, we may choose two methods. One is to convert categorical variables into
continuous variables, and the other is to convert continuous variables into categorical variables.
In our approach, we convert continuous variables into categorical variables defined by intervals of
original variables, and deal with them as categorical variables. We propose to define dissimilarity
between two ASDs by Pearson’s chi-squared statistics (Cochran (1952)).
Let group g has n(g) individuals. First, for two categorical variables k1 and k2 , we denote the con(g,k k )
tingency table as S (g,k1 k2 ) = [sj1 j21 2 ], where variable ka takes categorical values 1, . . . , mka (a =
1, 2). If group g1 and g2 have same characterics, probabilities of the cells in S (g1 ,k1 k2 ) and S (g2 ,k1 k2 )
are same. When it is true, we can estimate the expectation of the number of cell (j1 , j2 ) as
(g ,k k )

(g ,k k2 )

sj 1j 1 2 + sj12j2 1
\
(g ,k k )
E(sj1aj2 1 2 ) = 1 2 (g1 )
n + n(g2 )

n(ga ) (a = 1, 2).

On the other hand, if two groups have different characteristics, we have to calculate them separately
(g ,k ,k )
by sj1aj2 1 2 (a = 1, 2). Therefore we can define dissimilarity between g1 and g2 as chi-squared
statistics
2

\
(ga ,k1 ,k2 )
(ga ,k1 k2 )
mk1 mk2
sj1 j2
− E(sj1 j2
)
2 X
X
X
2(g1 g2 ,k1 k2 )
=
χ
.
\
(g ,k k )
a=1 j1 =1 j2 =1
E(sj1aj2 1 2 )
(g1 ,k1 k2 )
(g ,k k )
+sj 2j 1 2 ≥1
1 j2
1 2

sj

Next, we consider two continuous variables l1 and l2 . We divide two dimensional space into N ×N
grids for appropriate integer N (say 5), and consider grids as cells of a contingency table. We
(g ,l l )
estimate the probability of the cell (j1 , j2 ) by p̂j1aj2 1 2 (j1 , j2 = 1, . . . , N ) which is approximated
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by using underlying bivariate normal distribution. We set the borders of each region in order to all
(g ,l l )
(g ,l l )
p̂j1aj2 1 2 are almost same. We consider the contingency table as S (ga ,l1 ,l2 ) ' [p̂j1aj2 1 2 n(ga ) ]. When
(g ,l l )
we assume two groups have different characteristics, they are estimated by p̂j1aj2 1 2 . We calculate
dissimilarity between g1 and g2 as chi-squared statistics χ2(g1 g2 ,l1 l2 ) in the same way as for two
categorical variables.
Third, we consider the pair of continuous variable l and categorical variable k. We categorize
variable l for each categorical value of k into N intervals, and consider N ×mk grids as cells
(g ,lk)
(j1 = 1, . . . , N ; j2 =
of contingency table. We estimate the cell (j1 , j2 ) probability by p̂j1aj2
(ga ,lk) (ga ,k)
(ga ,lk)
1, . . . , mk ), and approximate the contingency table as S
' [p̂j1 j2 nj2 ]. We write the
\
(g ,lk)
estimate of expectation for the cell (j1 , j2 ) as E(sj1aj2 ). Then we calculate dissimilarity between
g1 and g2 as chi-squared statistics χ2(g1 g2 ,lk) . Therefore, we can define total dissimilarity d(g1 g2 )
between g1 and g2 as
d(g1 g2 ) =

q−1
q
X
X
k1 =1 k2 =k1 +1

χ2(g1 g2 ,k1 k2 ) +

p−1
p
X
X
l1 =1 l2 =l1 +1

χ2(g1 g2 ,l1 l2 ) +

p
q
X
X

χ2(g1 g2 ,lk) .

l=1 k=1

This dissimilarity is used to analyze groups, for example, by hierarchical clustering or multidimensional scaling. We apply our method to real estate data in Tokyo metropolitan area.
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Principal component analysis is one of the most used statistical methods in the analysis of real
problems. For interval-valued data, there have been several proposals to extend this methodology.
Cazes et al. (1997) introduced the centres and vertices PCA methods (CPCA and VPCA) that
rely on (i) transforming interval-valued data into conventional data, (ii) applying conventional
principal component analysis, and (iii) converting conventional scores into symbolic data (e.g.
using Maximum Covering Area Rectangle, Chouakria (1998)).
Le-Rademacher and Billard (2012) (SymCovPCA) and Wang et al. (2012) (CIPCA) methods rely
on a symbolic covariance matrix estimate, to which the conventional principal component analysis is applied, followed again by a conversion from conventional scores into symbolic data. In
Oliveira et al. (2017) the authors used the available definitions of symbolic variance and covariance
for random interval-valued variables in order to propose a unified way and an insightful interpretation of the four symbolic principal component estimation methods: CPCA, VPCA, CIPCA, and
SymCovPCA.
Other methods to estimate principal components on interval-valued data are also available in the
literature, e.g. Lauro and Palumbo (2000); Palumbo and Lauro (2003); D’Urso and Giordani
(2004); Gioia and Lauro (2006); Lauro et al. (2008).
In this work, we take advantage of Interval Algebra to define a new symbolic principal component
estimation method. Similarly to the conventional case, the proposed principal components are
defined as linear combinations of the original interval-valued variables with maximum variability
(according to one of the available definitions for symbolic variance). The weights (called loadings)
associated with a given principal component form a vector orthogonal to the loadings of any other
principal component. Contrary to the conventional case, the orthogonal conditions do not guarantee that symbolic principal components are uncorrelated interval-valued random variables. Being
so, alternative principal components are derived, as being uncorrelated linear combinations with
maximum variability.
In order to offer insight into the different proposals, a simulation study and some examples based
on real datasets are explored. Theoretical properties of the interval-valued principal components
are also presented.
We also show that CPCA, VPCA, and CIPCA are approximations of special cases of the proposed methods. The new approach has the advantage of deriving principal components based on
symbolic objective functions, and directly obtain scores in the corresponding symbolic format.
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Classic Correspondence Analysis (CA) can be used to analyze several types of multivariate data,
all involve some categorical variables. Some examples of the type of data that can be decomposed using this method are Contingency Tables (cross-tabulation of two categorical variables)
and Multiple Contingency Tables (cross-tabulation of several categorical variables - Burt Table).
In the case of multiple contingency tables Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) is applied.
To first approximation, correspondence analysis can be understood as an extension of principal
components analysis (PCA) where the variance in PCA is replaced by an inertia proportional to
the χ2 distance of the table from independence. CA decomposes this measure of departure from
independence along axes that are orthogonal according to a χ2 inner product. MCA is performed
by applying the CA method to either an indicator matrix (also called complete disjunctive table)
or a Burt table formed from these variables.
In the paper Rodrı́guez (2007) we had proposed a new method for Correspondence Analysis when
we have Symbolic Multi–Valued Variables (SymCA). In this method, there are two multi–valued
variables X and Y , that is to say, the modality that takes the variables for a given individual is a
finite set formed by the possible modalities taken for the variables in a given individual, that which
allows applying the Correspondence Analysis to multiple selection questionnaires. Then, starting
from all the possible classic contingency tables an interval contingency table can be built, which
will be the point of departure of the proposed method. If we only have one classic contingency
table the interval contingency table will have all the minimums equal to the maximums and we
will be in the classic case of the Correspondence Analysis with the same result. This method was
extended by Takagi and Yadosiha (2011) base on interval algebra.
In this paper we proposed an extension of SymCA, the method SymMCA, that is performed by
applying the SymCA algorithm to an interval Burt table formed from multiple multi–valued variables X1 , . . . , Xp . Analyzing the Burt table is a more natural generalization of simple symbolic
correspondence analysis (SymCA). For this we have proved that the centers matrix of the interval Burt table B and the symbolic complete disjunctive table Z of the SymMCA have the same
eigenvectors v1 , . . . , vr and λ1 , . . . , λr are the eigenvalues of Z if and only if λ21 , . . . , λ2r are the
eigenvalues of B.
Finally, the proposed method in this paper is ilustrated with some examples using the RSDA package, see Rodrı́guez (2018).
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Acquaintance about the most important factors influencing drinking water consumption is a key
tool for the design, operation and efficient maintenance of water distribution systems (Loureiro
(2010)). There are many domains in which this type of approach proves to be essential. For
instance, defining water loss control strategies and adequate tariffs to the consumption profile of
the clients, projecting consumption in new areas, or implementing and assessing the impact of
actions aiming efficient use of water.
Previous investigations have identified factors such as water pricing, network pressure, housing
characteristics, household composition, family income, climatic characteristics of the region, consumption habits, and psychosocial factors as being relevant for the characterization of domestic
consumption (Alegre and Coelho (1994)).
In this work, we aggregate individual monthly customer billing records (micro data) into monthly
billing records for clients within the same geographical locations (macro data), and we define
interval-valued variables, each one representing the billed volume in a specific month of the analyzed period. This dataset contains monthly billing records for more than 90,000 clients (≈
175,000 inhabitants) served by a large urban water supply system, in a Portuguese utility.
Following an approach similar to Oliveira et al. (2017), several interval-valued principal component estimation methods are applied to summarize relations among monthly billed consumptions
recorded in the described real dataset. The applied methodologies include the centers and vertices
principal component analysis proposed by Cazes et al. (1997), and two more recent ones based
on different proposals of symbolic covariances (Le-Rademacher and Billard (2012) and Wang et
al. (2012)). In all cases, the interval-valued scores are obtained according to Maximum Covering
Area Rectangle method (Chouakria (1998)).
The obtained interval-valued scores are used to identify groups of clients with comparable annual
consumption profiles. Given that the geographical clients’ identification is known, the corresponding scores centers and ranges are represented in maps, allowing to explore these scores by crossing
them with additional characteristics of the clients. The geographical representations rely on the
software Baseform (2018), designed to give support in the decision-making process in water utilities.
The web-served Baseform SaaS (Software as a Service) applicational portfolio allows the aggregation of numerous data sources (from the water utility or from open data repositories) to make
this information available to compute, within the same environment, key analytics required to fully
support Infrastructure Asset Management in the water utility (Coelho (2017)). Thus, this software
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assists the utility in monitoring the entire network in its daily management, and to track down,
collect and validate all relevant information produced in a systematic way Baseform (2018).
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Introduction
As the main force of network users, university students’ lifestyle is more vulnerable to the influence
of network. It is of great significance to analyze their online behavior so that university faculty and
staff are able to carry out academic assistance in a timely and effective manner.
Symbolic data is able to solve the problem of poor visualization of original data set with a really
enormous size. In the present paper, the database of a university’s 2017 graduates about eight
semesters during the four school years is obtained. Then simplified principal component analysis
(SPCA) method for interval-valued data and multiple factor analysis (MFA) approach for distributional data are respectively applied to analyze university students’ online behavior.
Method
From the database of a university’s 2017 graduates, five indicators are adopted, which are average
daily traffic, upstream traffic, downstream traffic, online frequency and online duration respectively
for each semester of 3924 students. It is worth mentioning that all sensitive parts regarding privacy
of the original data have been removed prior to our study.
For simplified principal component analysis (SPCA) method, which combines the advantages of
effective information utilization and simple operation[1], the data is converted into interval-valued
data as a research foundation. The detailed process is conducted as follows.
Firstly, for the original data set with N observations and p variables XN ×p = (xij )N ×p , PCA
0
method is used and the eigenvectors are denoted by u1 , u2 , · · · , up , where uh = uh1 , uh2 , · · · , uhp .
Then we choose the number of principal components m due to the accumulative contribution rate.
Secondly, according to some attributions, original observations can be divided into n subsets, denoted by S1 , S2 , · · · , Sn . Then we can get a n × p interval-valued matrix Sn×p , with sij = [sij , s̄ij ]
¯
being an interval-valued data unit of the j-th variable of the i-th interval-valued observation.
Lastly, we
 figure out the interval-valued principal components retained F1 , F2 , · · · , Fm , where
Fh (i) = fih , f¯ih , i = 1, 2, · · · , n. The calculation formulas of fih and f¯ih should be
¯
¯
p
p
X
X
fih =
uhj [τ · sij + (1 − τ ) s̄ij ] and fih =
uhj [(1 − τ ) sij + τ · s̄ij ]
(1)
¯
¯
¯
¯
j=1
j=1

0, uhj ≤ 0
. Finally we have Fh = (Fh (1), Fh (2), · · · , Fh (n))0 , h = 1, 2, · · · , m.
where τ =
1, uhj > 0
For multiple factor analysis (MFA) approach, which is mainly applied for dimension reduction and
visualization [2], the data is converted into distributional variables as a research foundation.
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For the original dataset YN ×p = (yij )N ×p , a dataset with N observations and p variables, each yij
is the histogram of values that the individual i-th assumes of the variable Yj . We denote Kj the
number of quantiles for each variable

 Yj , assuming that all the histograms are equi-depth, so the
bounds of the intervals Ili = yli ; ȳli (for l = 1, 2, · · · , Kj − 1) correspond to the Kj quantiles.
And for Yj , we denote with: ¯
qi0,j = y1i,j = min(yij )
(2)
¯
qil,j = ȳli,j (f or l = 1, 2, · · · , Kj − 1)
(3)
qis,j = ȳKj i,j = max(yij ), ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n

(4)

In order to perform a PCA on quantiles, we consider n×(Kj +1) data tables(with j = 1, 2, · · · , p),
denoted with Qj , and Q = [Q1 | · · · |Qj | · · · |Qp ]. Then we assume that the elements of the matrix
Qj are centered by subtracting the means of the respective quantile variables Qlj .
q10,j q11,j · · ·
..
..
 ..
.
.
 .

Qj =  qi0,j qi1,j · · ·
 .
..
..
 ..
.
.
qn0,j qn1,j · · ·


q1l,j · · ·
..
..
.
.
qil,j · · ·
..
..
.
.
qnl,j · · ·


q1Kj ,j
.. 
. 

qiKj ,j 
.. 
. 
qnKj ,j

MFA is performed in two steps. The first step consists of PCA on each table Qj associated with
Yj and the second step consists of PCA on the global matrix Q. After that, Spanish-fan plot, a new
tool for the visualization of the distributional variables on the factorial planes, is applied to give a
nice representation of the relations among the quantile-variables and individuals.
Result
In the present paper, simplified principal component analysis (SPCA) and multiple factor analysis
(MFA) approach are applied, which both make an efficient use of the data and help us give a better
illustration about university students’ online behavior.
These two methods show consistent conclusions. First, university students work on things by
surfing the Internet more frequently and become increasingly dependent upon the Internet with
the growth of grade. Second, students who use less amount of online traffic and spend less time
on the Internet are more likely to have a better learning performance. Third, online traffic and
online duration are positively correlated and they have the similar tendency. But the variable
online frequency is different from the other two variables, and students who have great learning
performance also use the Internet frequently. There should be targeted academic assistance for
certain students, through identifying their online behavior, to help them have regular arrangements
for learning and life and enhance their learning performance.
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For almost every plant or animal species living currently on Earth quantitative data concerning
their sizes are available. For example, the leaves of beeches are 4-9 cm long and the trees grow up
to 40 m high, the male flowers possess 4 to 15 stamina and the fruit is 18 to 25 mm long. These
data were collated during the last centuries by foresters, biologists and other involved people,
measuring or screening certainly thousands if not millions of beech individuals across its range
from the Atlantic coast to Poland and from the Mediterranean to Southern Scandinavia. In contrast,
similar data for other species were obtained only from one to a few individuals, because they were
close to extinction or have just evolved. In most cases the individual measurements or raw data
were lost or were never available, because only for extremes was looked. Nevertheless, these data
are very valuable for the recognition and characterization of the species and may be used for many
applications in natural sciences.
These range data are usually considered as data derived from a normal distribution, which is a
general paradigm of quantitative biology. This holds certainly true for many data, but also many
examples showed that skewed distribution and even multimodal distributions may occur. The latter
models are sometimes used explicitly for the visualization of natural selection on certain traits of
the organisms. Because selection is a permanently on-going natural process in a never stable
environment, skewed distributions might be the rule rather than the exceptions. The assumption of
normally distributed data may thus not hold for many analyses.
Common research questions in ecology are, for example, if there is a relation and change of morphological traits of species with respect to environmental gradients. Further, it might be asked, if
geographically distant communities possess similar trait distributions, which may hint to natural
selection or phylogenetically constraint assembly of plants and animals in communities.
Symbolic data analysis (SDA) was performed in a study of a subgroup of the large genus Carex
(Hoffmann and Gebauer (2016)). The aim was to study correlations between morphological differentiation and molecular diversification of the species. This study used available morphological
range data (minimum, maximum) as extracted from the literature as well as the nucleotide diversity
(Nei (1987)) as a measure of molecular differentiation.
An important question for the application and acceptance of SDA in botany and zoology will
be which power SDA has with respect to classical parametric or non-parametric tests. Further,
it needs to be shown if the usage of range data outperform other measures like the mid-range
values. Potential research questions that may be studied by SDA and range data are the crossgenera correlation of size measurements and their relation to phylogenetic position, climate and
distribution. Specifically, one could ask, if related or unrelated groups of species show similar
patterns of variation. Further, if the morphological variation of different traits are related to the
size of the distribution range or the position of the range in terms of the latitudinal and longitudinal
gradient of the world.
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Introduction
Meta-Analysis is a method to derive results with several studies and is widely used in many fields,
including social science, medical science and drug approval. In medical research, meta-analysis
has been placed at the top of the evidence pyramid. There are two models used in meta-analysis,
the fixed effects model and the random effects model. Heterogeneity in meta-analysis refers to
the variation in study outcomes between studies. A key point of Meta-Analysis is how to deal
with heterogeneities of studies. There are various factors affecting study heterogeneity: clinical
heterogeneity (sex, age, race, comorbidities etc.), methodological heterogeneity (dose, observation period, endpoint), statistical heterogeneity. Cochran’s Q test, I statistics, sensitivity analysis
(subgroup analysis, meta-regression) are important approaches for these heterogeneities.
In SDA methods, class or concept is a unit of analysis. Studies in meta-analysis can be corresponded by concepts in SDA. We would like to discuss meta-analysis based on a SDA approach.
Exploratory meta-analysis and Analytic meta-analysis
Anello and Fleiss (1995) classified meta-analysis into exploratory meta-analysis and analytic metaanalysis: “analytic meta-analyses” for estimating a relative effect size and “exploratory metaanalyses” for the search of causes of effect size variability. There are objections by Irene (1995),
but the following interpretation is correct; the term “exploratory” usually is used when, according
to the design of the investigation, no hypothesis have been specified in advance.
The term exploratory meta-analysis is commonly used nowadays. There are many journal papers
titled “exploratory meta-analysis”: for example, Maneeton, et al. (2014), Buechi, et al.(2017).
Specially, I am very interested in the paper, Song (2010). In general, 75% of people who quit
smoking have failed between 4 weeks and 52 weeks. A Cochran Review on 53 psychological
or pharmacological interventions to prevent smoking recurrence suggested that ”there is insufficient evidence to support the use of specific interventions to support short-lived smokers to avoid
relapse.”
But they got a conclusion “On the basis of post hoc subgroup analyses, coping skills training
for smoking relapse prevention is effective for motivated community quitters. This finding has
important public health implications and needs to be confirmed by further trials.” This means that
they reconsidered the meta-analysis that was not conclusive and found out findings. I believe SDA
is very useful to support these kinds of approaches.
Example of SDA approach for meta-data
Many researches have estimated the number of species. A meta-analysis using SDA for it has been
published by Huan et al. (2017). They use 45 studies on global species richness. Each study has
an estimation of the number of species described by intervals, for example, [2.5, 10], [3, 5], [4.9,
6.6], ..., [2.6, 7.8] measured in millions. Huan et al. (2017) combined them under a certain model.
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We would like to apply other SDA methods to the studies. We apply interval valued MDS and
interval valued clustering to 15 studies: arthropods (6 studies), insects (8 studies), and beetles
(1 study). There are clear inclusion relations among the three kinds of subjects. Through these
analyzes, it is possible to illustrate the relationship of 15 studies and investigate them.
Concluding Remarks
Meta-analysis is located in the top of the evidence pyramid. However, even if formally conducting
analytic meta-analysis of multiple studies, it is difficult to find a hidden structure. SDA is a powerful tool for exploratory meta-analysis. In this report, we adopted interval valued data analysis.
There are many tools in SDA, and most of them are useful for exploratory meta-analysis; symbolic
clustering is an effective tool for subgroup analysis in meta-analysis for example.
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Extracting information from social networks is a topic of interest with many advances in recent
years. Since information about nodes and links can be seen in a complex way, new approaches
have recently emerged in the science of networks such as, for example, to consider networks that
contain several types (or aspects) of links: a sort of “network of networks”, where each network
can be seen as a layer of connectivity.
To exemplify the need for such complex networks, we can imagine a network seen in different
time slices, where each slice represents a different layer of connectivity; or the case where there
are several links between interconnected countries (exports, imports, foreign direct investment),
that comprise different aspects or layers. Kivelä et al. (2016) explore the several types of such
complex networks, where they include, among other typologies, Multirelational networks, Multivariate networks, Multiplex networks and Multilayer networks.
A Multilayer network is then a particular type of complex networks containing several elementary
layers that may be organized by aspects. For example, in a network in which the first aspect is
interaction type and the second one is time, we need one set of layers for interaction types and a
second set of layers for time stamps. Thus, a multilayer network can have any number d of aspects,

d
and a sequence L= La α=1 of sets of elementary layers such that there is one set of elementary
layers La for each aspect a.
An important open issue is how many layers are necessary to represent the structure of a multilayer
network De Domenico et al. (2015). The aggregation of some layers and the possibility of reducing
the space of different layers in order to accurately represent the multilayer network are still open
questions for which procedures such as Clustering and Factor Analysis may be used as answers.
Different approaches have been taken into account. De Domenico et al. (2015) use a method based
on quantum theory in order to reduce the number of layers to a minimum, while maximizing the
dissimilarity between layers. Diakonova et al. (2016) use the asymptotic value of the number of
active links and compare the numerical results with the analytical predictions on equivalent singlelayer networks obtained through various possible aggregation procedures.
Previous works compute distance between pairs of layers and perform their analysis based on the
dissimilarity matrix. In this work we use an alternative methodology, based on symbolic objects to
describe the layers of a Multilayer Network and perform a Symbolic Cluster Analysis in order to
find a reduced Multilayer. We tried out different approaches to represent layers as symbolic objects.
One approach, suggested by Giordano and Brito (2014), is to consider the empirical distribution
of network measurements referring to each node (Degree, Closeness, etc.) and represent them by
histograms.
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As an alternative methodology for the reducibility, we also use Symbolic Factor Analysis based on
the correlations between layers.
An illustration of the methods exposed is provided with real data from 28 European coutries,
in order to find the ideal structure of a Multilayer network containing information about seven
different layers, namely: exports, imports, foreign direct investment, estimated migration flows (in
and out), and capital flows (in and out).
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Let k denote any fixed integer, k ≥ 2. Represent any normalized histogram h with k as a vector
h = (l, r1 , . . . , rk , p1 , . . . , pk )

(1)

where l ∈ R denotes the left endpoint, rj ∈ R denotes the logarithm of the j-th bin length and
pj the area of the j-th rectangle erected over bin j, j = 1, . . . , k. Given a sample of n histograms
h1 , . . . , hn , our aim is to propose some probabilistic models that can be fit to that sample.
1. Finite Mixtures of N (µ, Σ) ⊗ Dirichlet(α1 , . . . , αk )
If the two vectors (l, r1 , . . . , rk ) and (p1 , . . . , pk ) are independent, a product distribution
N (µ, Σ) ⊗ Dirichet(α1 , . . . , αk )

(2)

can be fit, where N (µ, Σ) denotes a multivariate normal distribution in dimension k +1 fitted to the
corresponding sample of (l, r1 , . . . , rk ) and Dirichet(α1 , . . . , αk ) denotes a Dirichlet distribution
fitted to the corresponding sample of (p1 , . . . , pk ).
For k = 1, this generalizes the model proposed in Brito and Duarte Silva (2012) and fitted to
a sample of intervals, and in the case of fixed left endpoint and fixed bins this generalizes the
Dirichlet distribution used in Soule et al (2004), Emilion (2012). The parameters estimation can
be done using maximum likelihood method (see Brito and Duarte Silva (2012), Minka (2000))
A finite mixture, that is a convex combination, of distributions as in (2) can be also fitted using EM
algorithm, generalizing Emilion (2012), Xia et al (2017).
2. Finite Mixtures of Correlated N (µ, Σ) − Dirichlet(α1 , . . . , αk )
Assume now that (l, r1 , . . . , rk ) and (p1 , . . . , pk ) are correlated and construct a correlated pair
(N , Dirichlet). Start with k + 1 + k normal distributions such that the k + 1 first ones have a
N (µ, Σ) and the k last ones are independent N (0, 1), the two sub-vectors being dependent. This
can be properly defined through the covariance matrix. Now transform the last k components
into independent Γ(α1 , 1), . . . , Γ(αk , 1) by applying a Normal cdf and a Gamma quantile function.
Divide each of these Gamma variables by their sum to get the required Dirichlet distribution.
3. Finite Mixtures of Correlated (N (µ, Σ), S)
Assuming pj > 0 for all j, the Dirichlet distribution can be replaced by any distribution on the
simplex, such as the Normal one (see Pawlowsky-Glahn et al (2015)).
4. DPM and MDP models
A well-known limitation to finite mixture models is the choice of the number of components while
a solution consists in using some criteria such as AIC or BIC.
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The DPM (Dirichlet Process Mixture) model extends the above finite mixtures to infinite mixtures.
Denote by f (.., θ) the various parametric distributions proposed in the preceding sections, θ being
the vector of parameters which belongs to a space Θ, say. Then the DPM for distributional data
can be defined as the following hierarchical model

ind

 hi |θi ∼ f (., θi ), i = 1, . . . , n
i.i.d.
(3)
θi |P ∼ P, i = 1, . . . , n


P ∼ DP (c, P0 )
where DP denotes a Dirichlet Process on the space Θ with precision c > 0 and mean P0 , so that
the distribution on the histogram-valued variable is a random infinite mixture
Z
f (., θ)dP (θ)
(4)
Θ

As the posterior distribution P is a MDP (Mixture of Dirichlet Process), inference is possible using
MCMC methods. We have used the implementations proposed in the ’DP’ package of R software.
5. Raw Data
Most of times distributional data are estimated distributions from observed raw data and the proposed models are built given such estimations. If the raw data are available, a more complete hierarchical model taking in account the raw data can be proposed. If the raw data are not available,
they can be simulated from the estimated distributions. Several questions concerning consistency
then arise from this idea.
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Regional studies cover a spectrum of phenomena and problems including social, economic and
environmental ones, which refer to spatial units. The spatial effects are the core of consideration
in geography and Regional Science. We have two kinds of them: 1) spatial dependence and 2)
spatial heterogeneity. Geography as a science is trying to explain spatial dependence and spatial
heterogeneity. The spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity lead us to spatial processes. The
relationships between points or units in space establish spatial structure. For data collected at
particular geographic location, an autocorrelation is often used a a measure of dependence which,
in that case, is called spatial autocorrelation. Like autocorrelation, spatial autocorrelation means
that adjacent observations of the same phenomenon are correlated. However, autocorrelation is
about proximity in time.

Figure 1: On the left: spatial autocorrelation a) positive – clustering, b) random distribution, c)
negative – chessboard pattern, on the right: interval unemployment rates
We have two approaches to the spatial autocorrelation measures. The first solution is dedicated
to quantitative data. Moran (1950) formulated a coefficient I to measure the amount of spatial
autocorrelation in a georeferenced data set. The index shows whether and to what extent the
particular observations influence each other via the structure of the network. Moran’s I is defined
as
n z0 Cz
I= 0
,
(1)
1 C1 z0 z
where C is given spatial weights matrix, and n is number of spatial units. Geary (1954) formulated
a similar coefficient, now called as Geary Ratio GR. The second approach is related to qualitative
data. The most popular solution in this case is join-count statistic (JC) described by Cliff and Ord
(1973; 1981).
However, in this paper we try to deal with the problem of examining the spatial autocorrelation in
data of untypical nature, i.e. symbolic data – either interval or categorical. An example is given on
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figure 1. We have three approaches to the spatial autocorrelation for symbolic data: 1) modification
of measures for quantitative data: Moran’s I or Geary’s GR, 2) use of measure for qualitative data:
join-count JC after a cluster analysis, 3) to define a new measure. At the first approach, we found
how to represent intervals or categories in measures for quantitative data. At the second approach,
we have to run a classification procedure, and after this we can apply JC measure or Boots (2003)
analysis in the local case (see Bivand, Wilk and Kossowski (2017) as an example). Our previous
studies show the following problems of using these approaches: 1) how to calculate proper mean
and variance of the set of intervals, 2) we have a very asymmetric empirical distribution of Moran’s
I or Geary’s GR, 3) JC loses lot of information in data aggregation procedure.
In this paper we report general results in the third approach. We define a measure of ”similarity”
of two intervals or categories M (xi , xj ) as follows

|xi ∩ xj |


for xi ∩ xj 6= ∅,



|D(xi , xj )|

 |D(x , x ) \ (x ∪ x )|
i
j
i
j
−
for xi ∩ xj = ∅, or
(2)
M (xi , xj ) =

|D(x
,
x
)|
i
j



|U \ xi ∪ xj |


 −
|U |
where | · | is the length of interval or the number of elements. For intervals, we additionally assume
M (xi , xj ) = 1, when |xi ∩ xj | = |D(xi , xj )| = 0. And then, spatial autocorrelation measure for
symbolic data is defined as
n P
n
P
M (xi , xj )wij
i=1 j=1
.
(3)
AP =
n P
n
P
wij
i=1 j=1

We report results of some empirical studies on properties and distributions of AP measure. We
use selected spatial structures described by spatial weights matrices. We related to these structures
symbolic (interval or categorical) data. We obtained distributions which have ”good” properties,
as symmetry, and similarity to the normal distribution.
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We propose a method of testing the equality of two mean intervals for interval-valued data, and
consider the
Width of the Pileus Cap (WPC) of a Mushroom data set Billard and Diday (2006),

Table 3.3 with non-edible and edible mushrooms to illustrate our proposed method. Simulation
studies are also conducted for the purpose of sample size consideration and to investigate the
+
−
+
power of the test. Let [x−
1 , x1 ], . . . , [xnx , xnx ] be nx interval-valued observations from Population
− +
+
−
+
1 with mean interval [µ−
x , µx ], and [y1 , y1 ], . . . , [yny , yny ] be ny interval-valued observations from
−
+
Population 2 with mean interval [µy , µy ]. Samples from the two populations are independent.
We consider the interval-valued data as two repeated measurements (every value in an interval
is a possible observation) at the lower and upper bounds of an interval, with the constraint that
the upper bound is always greater than the lower bound of an interval, and we assume lower
and upper bounds of each of the populations follow just a bivariate distribution (cannot assume
bivariate normality at this point because of the constraint) with a common equicorrelated variancecovariance matrix having common diagonal elements, i.e.,
 2

σ0 σ1
Σ=
.
σ1 σ02
We propose to test the following hypothesis
+
−
+
H0 : [µ−
vs.
x , µx ] = [µy , µy ]

+
−
+
H1 : [µ−
x , µx ] 6= [µy , µy ].

(1)

Use of Bonferroni correction to test the equality of the lower bounds and the upper bounds of two
intervals would be wrong, as the two tests are dependent (Johnson and Wichern (2007), page 230).
Also, see McDonald (2015) for more information on the assumption of Bonferroni correction. The
Bonferroni correction assumes that the individual tests are independent of each other.
We show that an interval representation through the lower and the upper bound is equivalent to
the mid-point and mid-range, which are uncorrelated. The fact that mid-points and mid-ranges are
not correlated in the proposed model results from the fact that equal variances (repeated measures
point of view) are assumed for the minima and maxima of the interval-valued variables. Thus, in
terms of mid-point and mid-range the Hypothesis (1) reduces to
 c  c
 c  c
µy
µ
µx
µ
M
M
H0 : r = r
vs. H1 : xr 6= yr ,
(2)
µx
µy
µx
µy
1
−
r
+
−
where µcx = 21 (µ+
x + µx ) and µx = 2 (µx − µx ) are the mid-point and mid-range of the Population
c
r
1; likewise µy and µy for the Population 2, with the two populations having the common diagonal
variance-covariance matrix Diag(ΣM ) = {σ 2c , σ 2r } where σ 2c = (σ02 + σ1 )/2, σ 2r = (σ02 − σ1 )/2.
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We model the log mid-range, Xir = ln xri and Yir = ln yir . We now assume the bivariate normal
distributions of the mid-point and the logarithm of the mid-range for the two populations, i.e.,
 c 

 c 

 c
 c
µy
µx
yi
xi
∼ N2
, ΣLM ,
∼ N2
, ΣLM , and
µrX
Yir
Xir
µrY
with a common diagonal variance-covariance matrix Diag(ΣLM ) = {σc2 , σr2 } for both the populations, where σc2 (= σ 2c ) is the variance of the mid-point and σr2 is the variance of the log mid-range.
We show that the Hypothesis (2) is equivalent to testing independently the following two hypotheses
LM
H01
: µcx = µcy
LM
and H02
: µrX = µrY

vs.
vs.

LM
H11
: µcx 6= µcy ,
LM
H12
: µrX 6= µrY .

(3a)
(3b)

Due to the normality assumption, the mid-points xci and yic are independent of the log mid-ranges
Xir and Yir respectively.
The Hypothesis (1) is rejected whenever one of the two Hypotheses (3a) and (3b) is rejected.
Thus, the Type I error rate α should be corrected by Bonferroni correction to test the equivalent
Hypotheses (3a) and (3b); the Type I error rate for each hypothesis thus becomes α/2. For both
testing of equality of mid-points and log mid-ranges in Hypotheses (3a) and (3b) the standard
two sample t-test statistics with pooled estimates of variances of mid-points and log mid-ranges
could be used. Brito and Duarte Silva (2012) tested interval data with Normal and Skew-Normal
distributions where they did not assume equality of variances of lower and upper bounds. However,
our approach is from the repeated measures point of view.
Under the framework of a multivariate normal distribution with independent components assumed,
another way to
 test the equality of mean vector could be using the diagonal Hotelling t-test Wu
et al. (2006) which could presumably avoid any the lack of power that may result from the
Bonferroni correction. We will investigate this issue in a future correspondence.
There are 6 non-edible mushrooms and 17 edible mushrooms in the Mushroom dataset. So, the
degrees of freedom of the t-test statistics is 6+17-2 =21, and the dataset satisfies all the assumptions required by our proposed test. We find there is no difference in PCW of non-edible and
edible mushrooms at 5% level of significance. In other words, PCW is not a good feature for the
discrimination between non-edible and edible mushrooms.
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We provide a new, stochastic, approach to study input-output analysis and calculation of multipliers. We apply the findings to the calculation of production and employment multipliers for selected
European countries. Input-output (IO) analysis is, in principle, one of the most commonly used,
but a non-stochastic approach to national accounts. Yet, it suffers from several common critiques,
not least being fixed input structure in each industry; all products of an industry are identical or
are made in fixed proportions to each other; and each industry exhibits constant returns to scale in
production.
To this end, we use symbolic data analysis (following e.g. Michalski, Diday and Stepp (1981);
Michalski and Stepp (1983); Brito (1994, 1995, 2000); Billard and Diday (2000, 2002, 2006);
Lima Neto and De Carvalho (2008, 2010); Ahn et al. (2012); Irpino and Verde (2015)) to construct
distributions (histogram variables) in the cells of IO tables instead of numerical aggregated values.
Using such approach, we are able to include the stochastic component in the modelling with IO
tables in a novel way.
To combine the cells (i.e. combining/adding distributions), we provide foundations of a symbolic
Leontief distribution calculus, based on Fourier and harmonic analysis (in particular, the concept
of convolutions). We are studying two theorems: T1 – The calculus of distributions, defined in this
way, forms a commutative Abelian monoid. T2 – If we extend this to two operations (addition and
multiplication), the space forms a commutative ring. We consider two different cases, a) when the
total output is fixed or b) it is a distribution itself and derive new Leontief formulas in both cases.
We are able to also derive the confidence intervals of production and employment multipliers,
calculated in a novel way and apply the methodology to derive the sectorial multipliers for the
selected EU countries in the period 2008-2011 and study the performance of new method compared
to ”classically” used IO analysis to demonstrate the advantages of the new approach. Preliminary
results confirm the validity of the approach and show important advantages of taking into account
the stochastic component of the IO analysis in a manner as proposed in the paper.
In conclusion, possibilities of solving the usual limitations of IO analysis using the new approach
are addressed, although future work is needed to explore this promising path of future work in this
field.
Scientific relevance of the paper is clear and large: - Completely new way of approaching stochastic
possibilities of input-output analysis - Significant gain in information, the gain in accuracy and
predictability still to be tested - Foundation of a new calculus of distributions, to form also the
foundation of the work in symbolic data analysis and the analysis of complex data (e.g. SDA, FDA,
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CoDA) in future - One of first applications of symbolic data analysis approach in macroeconomic
analysis, to our knowledge.
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In the framework of Symbolic Data Analysis, with objects described by empirical or estimated
distributions, we propose a co-clustering algorithm to cluster objects and distributional-valued
variables.
Co-clustering methods, also known as bi-clustering or block clustering, aim at clustering simultaneously objects and variables of a data set by a Double K-means procedure (DDK) (Govaert
(1995), Vichi (2001)).
By performing permutations of rows and columns, the co-clustering algorithms aim at reorganizing
the initial data set into homogeneous blocks of similar objects and variables.
According to the nature of the data, the criterion optimized in DDK is based on the L2 Wasserstein
distance Irpino (2014). The prototype of each cluster is computed as the average distribution of
the objects belonging to the cluster and for the variables of the block.
We also propose a second algorithm, named adaptive distributional double Kmeans (ADDK). This
second strategy consists in adding a step in the algorithm in order to compute weights for the
variables, automatically. To tackle this issue, Diday and Govaert (1977) proposed to use adaptive
distances, such that the weights satisfy a product to one or a sum to one constraints. The use of
adaptive distances consists in introducing a weighting step in the optimization process, where a set
of weights are obtained by minimizing a global criterion. Such relevance weights are associated
with each variable (for all the clusters or for each cluster) and represent a measure of the importance
of the variables in the co-clustering task.
Main aspects of DDK and ADDK
Let E = {e1 , . . . , eN } be a set of N objects described by a set of P distributional-valued variables
denoted by Yj (1 ≤ j ≤ P ) and

Y = yij 1≤i≤N
1≤j≤P

be a distributional-valued data matrix of size N × P where the distributional data observed on the
Yj variable for the i-th object is denoted with yij .
Our aim consists in obtaining a co-clustering of Y, that is a partition P = {P1 , . . . , PC } of the
set of N objects into C clusters and a partition Q = {Q1 , . . . , QH } of the set of P distributionalvalued variables into H clusters.
The co-clustering can be formulated as the search for a good matrix approximation of the original
distributional-valued data matrix Y by a C × H matrix G of prototypes:

G = gkh 1≤k≤C
1≤h≤H
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In the first approach, DDK co-clustering is obtained by a Double K-means which optimizes the
following criterion function (denoted JDDK ):

JDDK (G, P, Q) =

C X
H X X
X

d2W (yij , gkh )

(1)

k=1 h=1 ei ∈Pk Yj ∈Qh

where: G is the matrix of prototypes; P and Q are the partition of the objects and of the distributionalvalued variables respectively.
In the second approach, denoted ADDK, an adaptive L2 Wasserstein distance is introduced. It
consists in computing a system of weights on the variables. The relevance weights in homogeneity
of the co-clusters are obtained by (locally) minimizing an objective function, denoted JADDK :

JADDK (G, Λ, P, Q) =

C X
H X X
X

d2W (yij , gkh |Λ)

(2)

k=1 h=1 ei ∈Pk Yj ∈Qh

where Λ is the matrix of the relevance weights. They can be defined: globally, for each variable,
or cluster-wise, for each variable and each co-cluster and, according to the decomposition property
of the distance d2W , for each component.
The relevance weights have to be positive and satisfy the product-to-one constraint, or to be nonnegative and to satisfy the sum-to-one constraint.
DDK and ADDK are performed in alternated steps until convergence to a stationary value of the
respective JDDK and JADDK criteria .
Applications with real distributional-valued data sets have shown the performance of the proposed
co-clustering algorithms.
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Introduction
Likert type (ordinal) scales are commonly used in Social Sciences. However, when it comes to
Likert type aggregated data, few methods (if any?) are available for dealing with aggregated observation units. In this study, we propose the use of cumulative distributions based distances for the
clustering of symbolic data referring to ordinal variables. These distances, as opposed to the numerous probability functions based distances, take into account the order between the categories.
In addition, we discuss the role of distances used on the evaluation of clusterings obtained: a congruent analysis is proposed. A clustering analysis, using K-Medoids, is conducted on a data set
originating from the European Social Survey.
Application to ESS data on human values
European Social Survey (ESS) is a transnational survey of European citizens taking place every
two years throughout Europe since 2001. In this study we analyse ESS7 data (2014) referring to
40,185 citizens. Aggregation considers 250 regions and takes into account population size weight
combined with post-stratification weight. Human values are considered according to the Schwartz
human values scale (Schwartz (2012)) a 6-point ordinal scale: 1- Very much like me, 2- Like me,
3- Somewhat like me, 4-A little like me, 5-Not like me, 6-Not like me at all. Thus, the 6-point
items aggregated data first refers to each region’s (weighted) probability functions.
Clustering aggregated data
Most contributions in clustering aggregated qualitative data are focused on nominal data - e. g. using the estimation of a mixture of Multinomials (Silvestre et al (2017)). A previous attempt to deal
with ordinal data used metric quantifications yielded by Categorical Principal Components Analysis – e.g. (Gifi (1990)). Then, parametric analysis of interval data, via a mixture model, was implemented - (Brito et al (2015)). It was concluded that aggregation of the original (ordinal) microdata
should be preferable – (Brito et al (2017)). The present proposal is based on the cumulative frequency distributions of the ordinal data which takes into account the ordinal measurement. Three
distances based on distribution laws are considered: Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Kuiper and Cramer–
von Mises - (Deza and Deza (2009)). These distance measures are also used when selecting the
“best” clustering solutions. For clustering evaluation several (congruent) separation-compactness
indicators are used, resorting to the “fpc” R package - (Hennig (2018)). The identification of the
best discriminant features is also based on the distances used.
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A Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is an exploratory tool that combines the advantages of dimensional
reduction and clustering. In this talk, we present a SOM algorithm for describing a distributionvalued dataset.
In SOM, variables are firstly standardized playing the same role in the map learning. Even if this
step is widely accepted when a dimensional reduction is performed, we remark that the standardization of the variables is not always accepted when data are clustered. Indeed, the standardization,
assigning an equal variability to each variable, generally modifies the distances between the objects
influencing the clustering results. Secondly, since the data are scaled by the standard deviation of
each variable, which depends on the total sum of squares, the standardization does not take into
consideration the different importance that the variables may have in the clustering process.
To overcome such limitation and for taking into consideration the different importance of each
variable in the clustering process, we suggest to use adaptive distances in different settings. Adaptive distances were developed for taking into consideration the importance of each variable in a
k-means context according to the within-clusters sum of squares instead of the total one. An adaptive distance is a weighted distance where each weight is related to the importance of the variable
in the clustering process. The most interesting aspect is that the weights are computed automatically during the clustering process, since they allow for the minimization of the criterion function
of the algorithm (which is usually based on a measure of the internal homogeneity of the clusters).
There exist different ways of producing adaptive distances coming from the first proposals done
in the 70’s by the French school and arriving to the proposals done in what is today known by
subspace clustering. In this talk, we use the approach due to Diday and Govaert (1977). Indeed,
differently to other approaches, the Diday and Govaert one does not require tuning any additional
parameter.
Distributional data are a particular type of aggregate data where the description of an object for a
particular variable is done by means of a distribution. This is the case when repeated measures are
performed on the same subject, or when a group of subjects is observed, and the description of the
subject or of the group is done by means of an empirical frequency distribution. We start from a
data table that describes grouped data. In such a table each cell contains a distribution described
by a histogram.
The SOM algorithm is a distance-based one. Among the distances designed for distributions, we
considered a particular one, the L2 Wasserstein (also known as Mallows’ distance) distance, which
has some interesting characteristics that are useful for the interpretation of the obtained results.
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From the literature we know that this distance allows for the definition of a Fréchet mean and
permits to extend basic statistics to data described by distributions. Further, it can be decomposed
in two additive parts, a first one related to the comparison of the averages (or expected values)
of two distributions and a second one which is a measure of the different internal structures of
variability (size, skewness, kurtosis, and higher order moments) of the compared distributions.
Using this decomposition, we show how to implement four different types of adaptive distances.
We propose a global and a cluster-wise weighting system. In the first case, with each variable
is automatically assigned a weight for the whole dataset, while, in the second case, a weight is
computed for each cluster. Further, we propose two weighting schemes such that a weight is
assigned with each variable or to the (two) components of each distributional variable. In this
case, we can observe how the components influence the clustering process.
The SOM algorithm that we use in this work has some differences with the standard algorithm proposed by Kohonen (1995). Even if Kohonen hypothesized to approach to SOM as a minimization
problem, the assignment of the objects to the map neurons is done such that the criterion function
of the map is optimized. This kind of approach is more consistent with the dynamic clustering
algorithm and with the minimization of the criterion function of the map (also known as the energy function of the map). In the great part of the SOM algorithm, the assignment of the objects
to the map neurons is done without considering an optimal, in the sense of the energy function,
assignment. This aspect influences some choices in the map initialization that we will discuss.
Finally, considering that the SOM algorithm depends on some initialization choices (the topology
and the dimension of the map, kernel window used in the criterion, the speed and the shape of the
learning function, the number of epochs for training the map), we propose different map initializations for avoiding some well-known defects of the SOM algorithms, trying to suggest solutions
for a better interpretation of the results.
We show some results with an application to human activity recognition datasets.
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A relevant open problem is to identify spatial areas or regions on a territory with relevant economic
and social activities. These areas can be characterized by heterogeneous economic activity and so
by different relationships between different actors represented with cities, municipalities, firms and
economic districts (Drobne et al. (2010)). In order to detect these areas different approaches were
considered and in particular these spatial areas can be usefully considered as communities detected
inside the different network. It is possible to identify the different communities by detecting a
suitable set of maximally and weakly connected nodes by considering the different communities.
The nodes or the observations belonging to the same community can be regrouped on symbolic
data tables and can be considered as inputs for symbolic data analyses (Billard and Diday (2003)).
On this framework the approach followed by Drago and Reale (2017) departs from this point
and identifies usefully the different spatial areas. See also Farmer and Fotheringham (2011) who
consider network analysis to discover relevant areas. The different nodes considered on a spatial
network can be usefully regrouped on relevant communities by considering the relevant network
characteristics. In this work we consider a different approach in which we use a spatial approach
to determine the different areas characterized by economic and social activities. The advantage of
this approach is that we can determine explicitly the identification of the relevant areas by detecting
also nodes which are not part of the different areas. In this sense we are able to identify meaningful
portions of the different spatial areas. So the community detection is useful taking into account
the network structure, in our case we refer explicitly to the spatial location of the different relevant
nodes.
These spatial areas can be obtained from a DBSCAN clustering approach (Ester et al. (1996))
which allows to determine both the relevant clusters and the different groups of nodes which can
be considered inside. We start considering the single nodes from their spatial coordinates and
using the DBSCAN data clustering algorithm we are able to identify the individual observations
which belong to the single relevant area, or cluster. From the individual areas we can obtain a
symbolic data table (on the rows of the symbolic data table). In fact each different observation
can be represented on their different economic and social characteristics (the different variables
considered in the column). In this sense the symbolic data table is made of different clusters
obtained by the DBSCAN clustering approach in each cell. In this respect these data show an
internal variation (Billard and Diday (2003)) for each variable considered. The different socioeconomic variables in the columns of the symbolic data table are interval data. So in order to
obtain the different spatial meta communities we can use the clustering of interval data (Carvalho
et al. (2006)). In this sense, it is also possible to consider a clustering approach based on symbolic
data in which we are able to determine the different similarities between the differing clusters and
the prototypes which it is possible to consider on the data (Carvalho et al. (2006)). We developed
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the application in R using the packages by Hahsler and Piekenbrock (2014) and Rodriguez (2018).
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This talk is about an attempt to combine symbolic coding and compositional procedures in order
to process textual data. In any language a word can be considered as its set of cooccurences with
other words. When limiting the bag of words to chosen contexts {Cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ p} in order to
face a specific issue, a word is the set of its expressions in the different contexts. We consider a
symbolic data table, the rows of which may be a set of words {Ei , 1 ≤ i ≤ n} or texts. A variable
is a context Cj represented by a set of elements {mj,k , 1 ≤ k ≤ lj }, such as phrases, concepts (i.e.
abstract ideas such as liberty or justice), etc. Cj is thus a categorical variable, and mj,k one of its
categories.
When cooccurrences are computed as frequencies fi,j,k relativized to the rows, i.e. row profiles,
the partial margins for each variable are equal to one :
lj
X

fi,j,k = 1

(1)

k=1

For the Cj context, the row points belong to a (lj − 1) simplex (according to the definition of
Atchinson (Aitchison (1986)) , the associated sample space of compositional data, the unit simplex). The data table as a whole is a modal valued symbolic data table. When considering only
one variable, the corresponding profiles data table can be processed by correspondence analysis.
Aitchison and Greenacre (2002) showed that correspondence analysis is also a method of compositional data analysis. Greenacre and Lewi (2009) unified the two approaches thanks to the Box-Cox
transformation on data ratios. In this talk the issue is to extend the analysis to p joint data table of
profiles - see Table 1.
Table 1: Joint profile tables for p contexts

E1
...
En

m1,1
f1,1,1
...
fn,1,1

C1
. . . m1,l1
. . . f1,1,l1
...
...
. . . fn,1,l1

...
...
...
...
...

Data, issues, first results
Texts come from two different sources:
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mp,1
f1,p,1
...
fn,p,1

Cp
. . . mp,lp
. . . f1,p,lp
...
...
. . . fn,p,lp

• a data set of 18,403 speeches from EU leaders (i.e., heads of government in 10 member
states, EU commissioners, party leaders in the European Parliament, and ECB and IMF
leaders) from 2007 to 2015
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/euspeechq=&types=files&
sort=dateSort&order=desc&page=1 ;
• a not yet completed data set 2018 EU commissioners face to face interviews, pro and against
populism .
The issue is to get typologies of overall reacting and sentiment as a consequence of populist
speeches, for example in discriminatory policies. According to the political scientist who asked
for the analysis, various contexts have been identified: dangers of populism, strategies to fight
populism, threats towards Europe, violation of human rights. Commissioners are described by
their political affiliation and other identifying variables, as well by their semi-directed comments
on populism.
As a first result, we have performed factorial analyses which show that the word populism is associated with violation of human rights along an increasing scale from ‘right thinking’ to ‘left
thinking’.
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The last two decades have seen the emergence of online communities that produce commons,
such as free/open source software or wikis. They are called online peer production communities.
Participation in these communities behaves in a peculiar way. While the participation distribution
typically exhibits strong levels of inequality across its participants, the collective effort is able to
produce goods of high quality and considerable size, such as Wikipedia or Linux to cite some
popular examples.
These communities usually follow the 1-9-90 rule (Nielsen, 2006), that is, a 1% of the community population are core contributors concentrating the majority of workload; a 9% are occasional
contributors, with sporadic contributions; and a 90% are ”consumers”, which do not directly contribute, but may do it indirectly, e.g. increasing the visibility of the project. More precisely, the
distribution of participation in these communities is said to follow a power-law like distribution.
The distribution of work in online peer production communities is a topic that has attracted a lot of
research attention (Kittur et al. (2007); Ortega et al. (2008); Fuster Morell (2010)). However, the
distribution of work is typically summarized by means of the Gini coefficient, or by other metrics
that focus in one aspect of the distribution, and ignore the rest of them (Serrano et al. (2018)). In
fact, the case is similar to that of economic inequality (Cowell (2011)).
Symbolic data analysis make possible to directly study distributions, without relying on descriptive
summaries that focus in one aspect of the distribution and ignore the rest of them, offering an
incomplete view. In order to do so, distributions need to be represented as histograms (i.e. binned
representations). In this work, we will make use of this representations to answer the question of
how different are the distributions of participation in online communities. Can we see significantly
different participation distributions? Do the shapes depend on the community size or age? Does
the shape distribution evolve through time for a given community?
More precisely, we will focus in the participation of contributors in wikis (i.e. editors) and we
will compare three approaches for representing the participation distribution in wikis: the Gini
coefficient, the distribution of edits across editors, and the Lorenz curve. The first approach is nonsymbolic as uses a summary measure, more precisely, an inequality measure. While the last two are
symbolic, one using the histogram describing the observed frequency distribution, and the other a
special kind of histogram-like distribution, the Lorenz curve which is a cumulative distribution that
represents the proportion of overall participation (edits) carried out by the bottom x% of the editors.
Unlike the observed participation distribution, the Lorenz curve is a dimensionless distribution
bounded by the range [0,1], which ignores the differences in terms of distribution location and
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spread and focuses in the distribution shape. We will try to shed light on the above questions
analyzing the different participation profiles in wikis with the help of clustering analysis for classic
and distributional data (Irpino et al. (2006)).
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Different mortality levels and/or structures across countries require different health and demographic policies that condition functioning and consistency of labour market, social security and
health care system. It is well known that deaths from some causes of death are easier to prevent
than from others, which should be considered when allocating resources across prevention and
cure programmes. Positioning of a country by these two dimensions of mortality, level and structure over death cause, thus offers important information to policy makers. To thoroughly capture
both dimensions, we need a tool that can handle more complex data.
Therefore, we use symbolic data analysis to analyse 32 European countries in 2014 based on
gender-age-cause-specific mortality (Source: Eurostat http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat).
Lotrič Dolinar et al (2017) presented, at the SDA Workshop 2017, clustering results obtained with
the adapted Ward and leaders methods implemented in the clamix program (Batagelj and Kejžar
(2012) and Batagelj, Kejžar and Korenjak-Černe (2015)). Now we continue this study with some
other symbolic data analysis approaches implemented in the SYR software (Afonso, Diday and
Toque (2018), Afonso and Diday (2018)). In this study, the countries are represented with 14
bar charts (for 2(gender) x 7(age) symbolic variables representing relative structure of deaths by
cause) and additional 14 numerical values (for 2(gender) x 7(age) variables measuring mortality
level). For each gender-age combination, numerical variables are discretized in a way that emphasizes differences among countries using a specific discretization method extended to symbolic
data (Diday et al (2011)). It enables the description of the countries and clusters of countries by
histogram-valued variables that preserve internal variation among countries in clusters.
The clusters are calculated with a variant of k-means and analyzed with Principal Component Analysis both extended to symbolic data (Diday (2013)) with the purpose to study the importance of
mortality level and death cause structure for country grouping. Clustering results show that groups
of countries are related to the geographical position of countries. The results also identify the most
discriminating gender-age-cause combinations between individual countries as well as between
resulting clusters. Another useful insight into countries’ health situations is obtained through correlations between gender-age-cause specific mortalities, and between gender-age-cause-specific
mortalities and mortality levels. Finally, the singular characteristics of the countries are highlighted by a new ranking method applied to the symbolic data (Diday (2019)). This method leads
to an order between the countries.
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The advent of big data has created new relevant challenges in Health Program Evaluations. The
data quantity in health tend to continue to grow very quickly. This fact calls for a different approach
for the different organizations in differing health domains so that they can use these data effectively
(Murdoch and Detsky (2013)). The different stakeholders in healthcare can explicitly consider new
sources of knowledge in the decision making process (Groves et al. (2013)). In this sense the big
data are a great opportunity in various domains. In particular a relevant problem is to transform
these data into knowledge which can be applied to achieve relevant targets.
At the same time there is a growing interest in health of a model in which the disease is the center
of the analysis and the decisions are considered on the basis of clinical competence (Chawla and
Davis (2013)). On a model in which the patient is at the center there is an active participation
of the patients in their care and also it is possible to consider that they receive care based on their
characteristics, needs and preferences. In these contexts the data should be a very relevant resource.
In particular the different programs can be evaluated considering different optimal treatments for
different groups of patients. Symbolic Data Analysis can play a relevant role here.
In this sense the Symbolic Data Analysis can allow to analyze the different groups of patients
as symbolic data as well as preserving the heterogeneity of the groups of patients. For this various approaches in Symbolic Data Analysis can be usefully considered: Symbolic Visualization,
Dimensionality Reduction of Symbolic Data, Symbolic Clustering, Symbolic Regression and different Symbolic data can be applied at the same time such as Intervals, Histograms, Beanplots and
others.
In this work we will consider the rationale for the use of Symbolic Data Analysis in health program
evaluation and methodologies and applications. In particular we start to simulate a dataset using
the same structure of the dataset AMICI (patients with Crohn’s disease) in which we use symbolic
regional-based data in order to compare the different health policies in Italy. More particularly we
consider approaches based on a reductional dimension of the initial dataset, the construction of
composite indicators, the interval regression on the out of pocket expenditure and finally a cluster
analysis to determine the different patterns existing in Italy. The approaches, the applications and
the examples are written in R language.
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The presence of outliers is very common in regression studies. The use of robust regression is
strongly recommended such that the bad fitted observations do not affect the parameter estimates
of the model. Interval-valued variables are becoming common in data analysis problems since
this type of data represents either the uncertainty existing in an error measurement or the natural
variability present in the data.
Nowadays, relatively few robust regression models have been proposed to manage the presence of
outliers in interval-valued data sets.
This presentation provides robust regression methods for interval-valued variables that penalize the
presence of outliers in the midpoints and/or in the ranges of interval-valued observations through
the use of exponential-type kernel functions. In these models, the weight given to the midpoint
and range of each interval-valued observation is updated at each iteration in order to optimize a
suitable objective function.
This presentation provides also a comparative study between the proposed method and some previous robust regression approaches for interval-valued variables. The performance of these methods
is evaluated based on the bias and mean squared error (MSE) of the parameter estimates for the
midpoints and ranges of the intervals, considering synthetic data sets with X-space outliers, Yspace outliers and leverage points, different sample sizes and percentage of outliers in a Monte
Carlo framework.
The results suggest that the proposed approach presents a competitive performance (or best), in
comparison with the previous approaches, on interval-valued outliers scenarios that are comparable
to those found in practices. Applications to real interval-valued data sets corroborate the usefulness
of the proposed method.
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The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) associates the return expected by the investor to the
systematic risk Sharpe (1964). This quantity is often estimated from a regression model that sets
the relationship between yt , the return on the asset at time t, and rmt , the return in the market
portfolio at time t.
yt − rf t = α + β(rmt − rf t ) + εt , t = 1, ..., n
(1)
where rf t indicates the risk-free rate at time t, α and β are unknown parameters in which β is
interpreted as the systematic risk of the asset on study, εt are random errors, independent and
identically distributed as εt ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
In this work, we propose a new model named interval Capital Asset Pricing Model (iCAPM) for
dealing with interval-valued. Each interval is represented by the pair center and range variables.
The parameters of this model are estimated conjointly since this approach allows improving the
accuracy of the standard error of the estimates of the model parameters, when compared to models
proposed in the literature that fit two independent models for the center and range of the intervals.
It is given by
Y = Xβ + ε
where X = (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ), x1 = (1Tn , 0Tn )T , x2 = (0Tn , 1Tn )T , x3 = (xTc , 0Tn )T , x4 = (0Tn , xTr )T ,
β = (αc , αr , β c , β r )T , ε = (εTc , εTr )T , εc = (εc1 , . . . , εcn )T , εr = (εr1 , . . . , εrn )T , xc = (xc1 , . . . , xcn )T ,
xr = (xr1 , . . . , xrn )T ,Y = (ycT , yrT )T , yc = (y1c , . . . , ync )T , yr = (y1r , . . . , ynr )T , 0n and 1n are zero
and one vectors respectively. The least squared estimates are the solutions that minimize εT ε given
by βb = (XT X)−1 XT Y.
The iCAPM proposed suggests that the risk of an asset in the market portfolio is estimated through
b∗, β
b ∗ ], where β
b∗ =
an interval beta-parameter introduced in this work. It is given by: βb∗ = [β
a
b
a
b ∗ = βbc + 1/2 βbr . The risk is interpreted as follows:
βbc − 1/2 βbr and β
b
b ∗ < 1 =⇒ ”non aggressive risk”.
• β
b
b ∗ > 1 =⇒ ”aggressive risk”.
• β
a
b∗, β
b ∗ ] =⇒ ”average risk”.
• 1 ∈ [β
a
b
We perform an application with daily high and low prices from Microsoft regarding the S&P500
index to show that interval data in estimating risk of capital asset is meaningful and our method
can be useful to this model. Figure 1 displays the linear relation between the interval-valued type
returns (price - risk) calculated for the Microsoft assets (Y) and the S&P500 index (X) between
November 01, 2013 to January 15, 2015. All estimates of the fitted iCAPM model for Microsoft
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Figure 1: Scatter plot of the interval daily returns of the Microsoft (Y) vs. interval daily returns of
the S&P500 index (X).
data were significant, with an adjusted coefficient of determination (r2 ) equal to 0.9531. This value
indicates that the icapm model explained 95.31% of what could be explained. The F test with pvalue < 0, 0001 indicates that the final fitted model is statistically significant at the 5% level. The
null hypothesis αc = 0 was tested, assuming a normal distribution for the model errors, indicating
that Microsoft rates were not mispriced over the period considered.
Furthermore, as can be seen in the Table 1, the standard error of the parameters associated with the
CRM model (Lima Neto and Carvalho (2008)) is greater than the standard error of the estimates of
the model parameters for the iCAPM, although the estimates are the same. The model proposed
allows greater flexibility in the definition of the investor profile considering the fluctuation of the
daily action. The CRM model considers two independent regression models for center and range.
Parameter
αr
βc
βr

Estimate
0.86395
0.98957
0.93977

Std. Error (iCAPM)
0.10281
0.01023
0.07019

Std. Error (CRM)
0.1254
0.1724
0.4942

Table 1: Comparison between standard error of the estimates of the model parameters of the
iCAPM and regression using two independent equations for CRM with Microsoft assets.
Finally, the interval-valued systemic risk estimated for the Microsoft is βb∗ = [0.52, 1.46]. By
definition of iCAPM, the risk of the asset in the market portfolio can be considered as “average
risk”. With these results, an investor may expect that the asset (Microsoft) moves in the same
direction and in the same amount as the market does. The iCAPM is a versatile methodology with
reliable and powerful explanation of the trends associated with the variation of returns of assets
and markets, as well as for the evaluation of risk premiums based on historical interval-data
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In the present state of development, symbolic data analysis (SDA) includes three broad types of
variables: interval valued symbolic variables; multivalued variables; or modal variables. Regression possibilities for symbolic data, which have been excellently summarized by Dias and Brito
(2015a), consist of regressions for interval data (methods, based on symbolic covariance definitions (Billard and Diday (2006)); minimax method (e.g. Billard and Diday (2002); Lima Neto and
De Carvalho (2008); Maia and Carvalho (2008); Lima Neto and De Carvalho (2010); Giordani
(2015); Lima Neto et al. (2011); Yang et al. (2011); Ahn et al. (2012); Su et al. (2012); Neto
et al. (2012); Dias and Brito (2015b)). Linear regression methods for histogram variables have
been studied much fewer and consist of the following approaches: methods, based on symbolic
covariance definitions (Billard and Diday (2006)); linear regression approach based on decomposition of Mallow’s distance (Irpino and Verde (2015)); and ”common” linear regression model with
histogram-valued variables (Dias and Brito (2015b)).
But what if the variables are not based on distributions (like in histograms), but on semi- or (in
particular) non-parametric objects like wavelets, sieves and splines? What if we are not dealing
with the analysis of “cells as distributions” (like in histogram data analysis) but with “nonparametric cell objects”? Those objects can be conceived as special types of functions and it is a boundary
where symbolic data analysis bridges functional data analysis (FDA).
In our article, we develop an approach to regression with symbolic data of wavelets (in particular,
discrete wavelets like Haar, Mathieu and Legendre, see e.g. Schumaker and Webb (1993)). To this
end, we combine approaches from FDA, SDA and nonparametric statistics. As a key concept in
SDA, the distance between two objects, we utilize Euclidean distance in wavelet subspaces, for
more see e.g. Greenhoe (2014).
In conclusion, we provide an overview of possibilities of the development of symbolic data analysis
in future. Conceiving of nonparametric approaches in SDA brings an additional question: couldn’t
symbolic data analysis be conceived as a type of fractal analysis? Distributions grow inside the
distributions (or, better to say, variables). Intervals grow inside the variables. Couldn’t we conceive
also of distributions growing inside the distributions growing inside the distributions? And, to “the
power” of four, five, six, etc. Does this not open another view on the analysis of symbolic data, in
particular histogram variables? In conclusion, we will shortly reflect on this topic and resume with
the reflection on its relationship to nonparametric statistics.
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Modelling and forecasting interval time series (ITS) has received considerable attention in econometrics and statistics. To further utilize potential information contained in interval data, another
strand of interval modelling approach is to consider an interval as an inseparable set. However, the
existing literature mainly concerns the linear dependence of an ITS. As Hansen (2001) suggested,
“it may seem unlikely that a structural break could be immediate and might seem more reasonable
to allow a structural change to take a period of time to take effect.” Indeed, economic growth, consumption, savings, economic agents and financial institutions react to shocks, including monetarist
policy switch and technology progress changes, in a gradual manner. Therefore, though the modelling approaches for point-valued time series have been well developed, novel methods to capture
the possible gradual shift of an ITS is of great need.
To capture the smooth structural changes of an ITS, this paper proposes a new model for an ITS
with time-varying parameters, namely, Time-varying Coefficient Interval (TVCI) models. In particular, each interval process is a stochastic process of inseparable set of ordered numbers, which
follows the definition of generalized interval in Kaucher (1980) to cover the reverse order of interval bounds, i.e., left bound is larger than the right bound. This extension has certain desirable
properties, e.g., it covers more applications in economics and finance. For instance, [Rf t , Rt ]
is an asset price interval where Rf t is the risk-free return and Rt is an asset return, where it is
unnecessary that Rf t < Rt . This case will be studied in the empirical application.
In this paper, parameters of a TVCI model are assumed to be smooth functions of time with unknown forms. We develop a local linear smoothing approach based on a minimum-distance estimation for TVCI models and establish the consistency and asymptotic distribution of the proposed
estimators. Besides, we follow Chen and Hong (2012) to use “reflection about the boundaries”
to reduce the bias and variance of local linear smoothing parameter estimator. In particular, we
increase the order of bias, thus enhancing the convergent rate of parameters. Thus, we make the
behavior of the local linear estimator at boundary points similar to that at interior points. Simulation studies suggest that the finite sample performances of the proposed estimators are consistent
with the asymptotic theory.
In empirical application, we propose an interval-valued capital asset pricing models to examine
whether the beta-coefficient (i.e., the systematic risk of a portfolio compared to the market risk)
changes over time, which is a recent critique and unsolved challenge in literature (e.g., Jagannathan
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and Wang (1996)). This remains yet to be resolved for interval-valued asset prices. Specifically,
intervals consistent of risk-free rates and asset returns, and thus an interval version of the classical captial asset pricing model (CAPM) is constructed. From our interval CAPM, a point-valued
range model can be derived by taking the difference between the right bound and left bound of the
interval. This is essentially the conventional CAPM (i.e., the dependent variable is the asset return
minus risk-free rate). A main advantage of our interval modelling approach is that interval data
contains more information than point data, which is expected to obtain more efficient estimates
to deal with the aforementioned challenged issue, even if our interest is the range model. In this
empirical application, we find a strong time-varying pattern in beta-coefficient in interval-valued
capital asset pricing models. Furthermore, compared with classic point-based estimators, the nonparametric minimum distance estimators are more efficient, which highlights the importance of
utilizing information contained intervals.
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In recent years, there is a growing interest in econometrics and statistics of modelling new types
of data, e.g., data collected at high frequency level, symbolic data and particularly, interval-valued
data; see Billard and Diday (2003), Lima Neto and de Carvalho (2008) and Arroyo et al. (2011).
Interval-valued data may occur in various situations, including low/high livestock prices, low/high
daily stock prices, bid/ask asset prices, diastolic/systolic pressure. A regular real-valued interval
is a set of ordered real numbers defined by y = [a, b] = {y ∈ R|a ≤ y ≤ b, where a, b ∈ R}. A
stochastic interval time series is a sequence of interval-valued random variables indexed by time t;
see Han et al. (2016, 2017) for details.
Modelling and forecasting interval-valued time series (ITS) has drawn much attention in statistics and econometrics, because interval-valued observations contain more information than pointvalued observations over the same period and remove undesirable noises in high frequency data.
However, most work mainly focuses on modelling a linear univariate ITS or bivariate point process. A potential issue is that the aforementioned approaches, which are based on modelling the
representative point-valued time series of an ITS, may not efficiently make use of the information
contained in the interval data. Specifically, the lower bound and the upper bound of ITS in these
models are based on mutual past observations without other information, e.g., the center and range
of ITS. This problem is addressed by Han et al. (2016) and Sun et al. (2018), who consider an
interval-valued observation as an inseparable unity.
However, as Campbell and Thompson (2008) point out, once weak restrictions are imposed on
the signs of coefficients and return forecasts, the out-of-sample performance of many predictive
regressions can be improved and beat the historical average return. For linear model, Hillebrand et
al. (2009) incorporate the bagging approach of Gordon and Hall (2009) to smooth sign restriction
and show that their method improves the predictive power compared to the simple sign restriction
of Campbell and Thompson (2008). For nonlinear models, Lee et al. (2014) impose a monotonicity
constraint in nonparametric and semiparametric regression models, which mitigates the chance of
making large size forecast errors in simulation and empirical application. Jin et al. (2014) propose
a revised version of bagging bootstrap aggregating as a forecast combination method for the outof-sample forecasts in time series models. A potential issue is that all existing methods are used for
point-valued time series, but it is possible that monotonic constraint is also important for intervalvalued data. Thus, in this paper, to avoid possible misspecification of a linear model and to improve
forecast efficiency, we apply the monotonic constraint to ITS and propose general nonparametric
interval models with monotonic constraints.
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To capture nonlinear relationships between interval-valued variables, this paper proposes a general nonparametric regression model for an ITS. One advantage of this nonparametric model is
that little restriction is imposed on the functional forms for parameters, except for the condition
that they evolve over time smoothly. Second, we develop the interval-based nonparametric estimation, namely NPI, and derive its asymptotic properties. Third, some constraints (especially,
monotonicity) are imposed on the proposed estimators, combined with some economic theories.
Then we propose three constrained nonparametric estimation and develop the asymptotic distribution of nonparametric bagging constrained estimators. Furthermore, simulation highlights the
merits of the proposed nonparametric estimation with constraints, especially bagging constrained
estimators. Empirical application to equity premium documents that the proposed model yields a
better forecast performance than some popular models available in the literature.
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The interest in interval data arises because interval measurements offer a more complete description of a data set. In time series, each time realization has joint information on the level and the
dispersion of the process under study. However, statistical analysis of interval-valued data requires
that the natural order of the interval is preserved. Though there are several works that consider the
problem of estimation with constraints, we are not aware of any work that considers the construction of forecasts for interval-valued data satisfying the natural constraint in each period of time,
i.e. lower bound is not larger than the upper bound, or equivalently, the range of the interval must
be strictly positive. Our contribution lies on approximating a probabilistic forecast of an intervalvalued time series by offering alternative approaches to construct bivariate prediction regions of
the center and the range of the interval.
To overcome the positive constraint of the range, we estimate a Gaussian bivariate system for
the center/log-range system, which also delivers QML properties for our estimators. However,
the interest of the researcher is not the prediction of the center/log-range but the center/range or
upper/lower bounds of the interval. By implementing either analytical or bootstrap methods we
directly transform the prediction regions for the center/log-range system into prediction regions
for the center/range system and the upper/lower bounds system. It is important to remark that
we do not focus on point forecast purposely. By focusing on prediction regions rather than on
point forecasts, we avoid the biases that are associated with the exp-transformation of the point
forecasts of log-transformed variable. In this case, bias-correction techniques are necessary if the
researcher’s interest is the conditional mean of the future variable. A prediction region for the
center/log-range does not need any bias correction when we transform it to a prediction region of
the center/range system because the quantile is preserved under a monotonic transformation like
the exp-transformation. However, these transformed prediction regions can have very irregular
shapes even in the most straightforward scenario of bivariate normality of the center/log-range
system. If a central point forecast is of interest, the researcher can always calculate the centroid of
the region.
Beyond the standard coverage rate, we propose several new metrics to evaluate the performance
of different prediction regions. We introduce a notion of risk to the evaluation of the regions
by considering the location of the outliers with respect to some central point in the region. The
researcher would like to minimize risk once the empirical coverage of the region is close to the
nominal coverage. We consider Gaussian and non-Gaussian systems and our recommendation
leans towards bootstrap methods, even for Gaussian systems. In particular, bootstrap ellipsoids and
their transformed are best when the joint distribution of the center/log-range system is symmetric.
If it is not, then bootstrap Bonferroni rectangles will be preferred.
We analyze the time series of the daily low/high return interval of the SP500 index. Our approach
permits the modeling and forecast of the joint conditional density of the return level and the return
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volatility. We show that the construction of several prediction regions of the center and range of
the return interval do not require strong parametric distributional assumptions.
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Hierarchical interval time series (HITS) is used to describe a collection of related interval time
series that can be organized as a hierarchical structure. For example, ranges (e.g., minimums and
maximums) of air-traffic volumes of a country can be disaggregated in a geographical hierarchy
into provinces, cities and even airports. In many applications, forecasts of all interval series in the
hierarchy are of concern. Challenge for this type of forecasting is the aggregation constraints of the
hierarchical structure, though there have been several simple solutions, e.g., “bottom-up” (Dunn et
al., 1976) and “top-down” Park and Nassar (2014).
In this paper, we propose a robust forecast conciliation for HITS. First, we forecast all interval
series at all levels of the hierarchy independently (say base forecasts), and then reconcile the results
by minimizing several robust loss functions (say reconciled forecasts). The optimization problem
was implemented using a modified Newton-Raphson algorithm via local quadratic approximation
(LQA) proposed by Fan and Li (2001). Suggested by Billard and Diday (2003), all intervals are
reprocessed and represented as multivariate vectors (e.g., “Center-Radius” and “Lower-Upper”).
To be specific, consider a HITS with a total of m interval series yt ∈ Rm such that n of them at the
bottom level, then all linear reconciliation models can be formulated as
yeT (h) = SP ybT (h),
with hierarchical structure S ∈ Rm×n , reconciled matrix P ∈ Rn×m to be determined, and h-ahead
base and reconciled forecasts ybT (h) and yeT (h). Consider the minimization problem, i.e.,
min
∗

y̌T (h)

m
X

ρ y̌T∗ i (h) − ybT∗ i (h)



i=1
1/2

s.t. U 0 Wh y̌T∗ (h) = 0,
where ρ(·) denotes the loss function; U 0 = (Im∗ , −C), m∗ = m − n and C consists of the first
−1/2
−1/2
m∗ rows of S; y̌T∗ (h) = Wh y̌T (h), ybT∗ (h) = Wh ybT (h) and Wh is the positive-definite
covariance matrix of h-ahead forecast errors. Here ρ(·) can, for example, be (i) ρ(t) = 12 t2 (Least
Squares - LS), (ii) ρ(t) = |t| (Least Absolute Deviation - LAD), and (iii) ρ(t) = 12 t2 χ(|t| ≤
k) + (k|t| − 21 t2 )χ(|t| > k) (Huber) with constant k and indicator function χ(·). Using Lagrangian
multipliers and LQA, P can be updated based on present forecasts (y̌T∗ )(ω) (h), i.e.,
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2 −1 0
P (ω + 1) = J − J Wh D(ω)Wh U 0 Wh D(ω)Wh U
U,
where ω indicates the iteration, J = (0n×m∗ , In ), and D(ω) is diagonal with

∗ )(ω) (h)−y
∗ (h)
bT
(y̌T
∗
∗ (h))
(ω)
0
ρ ((y̌T i ) (h)−ŷT
i

(i = 1, 2, · · · , m). Thus, both (y̌T∗ )(ω) (h) and D(ω) can be updated, and, by iteration, converged
reconciled forecasts can be obtained, i.e., yeT (h).
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To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, a number of numerical experiments were
conducted. The main results are as follows.
1. When there are interval series with large or irregular volatility, the proposed method could
still improve the forecast accuracy effectively above the baseline. Compared with the latest
MinT methods in Wickramasuriya et al. (2018), the proposed method performed relatively
better, especially for mid- and long-term forecasting.
2. When there are outliers or errors satisfy finite covariance distributions with heavier tails than
the Gaussian (e.g., the t-student distribution), methods with LAD loss function performed
well in general.
3. When errors satisfy heavy-tailed distributions with infinite mean and covariance (e.g., the
Cauchy distribution), methods with Huber loss function performed well in general.
4. When all interval series are regular with normally distributed errors, methods with Huber
loss function performed exactly the same as MinT methods, and gradually better than the
latter with signal-noise-ratio from strong to weak.
Moreover, a real-data forecasting of 27 industrial stock price indices were carried out to illustrate
the construction of the hierarchical structure in the proposed method. When forecasting various
separate interval series, one can also build up a hierarchy based on the cointegration among them.
In this case, we generated a hierarchy using clustering for interval time series Brito et al. (2018).
Out-of-sample forecasting was then conducted on both minimums and maximums of these interval
series, and the results showed similar properties with those in numeric experiments.
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Symbolic Data Analysis (Diday and Noirhomme-Fraiture (2008), Noirhomme-Fraiture and Brito
(2011)) provides a framework where new variable types allow taking directly into account variability associated with each entity (statistical unit), by allowing multiple, possibly weighted, values for
each variable. We focus on the analysis of interval data, i.e., where entities are described by variables whose values are intervals of IR. Parametric inference methodologies based on probabilistic
models for interval variables are developed in Brito and Duarte Silva (2012) where each interval is
represented by its midpoint and log-range, for which known parametric distributions are assumed.
The intrinsic nature of the interval variables leads to special structures of the variance-covariance
matrix, which are represented by four different possible configurations.
The proposed methodologies were implemented in the MAINT.Data R package, whose first version, released in 2011, introduced a data class for representing interval data and functions and
methods for parametric modeling and analysing of interval data based on the multivariate normal
distribution.
In this talk we present the upcoming mature version MAINT.Data 2.0. In this version, the available tools for interval variable management include interval-data versions of most of the standard
R methods such as print and summary, index and subseting, and plot. Moreover, functions for
aggregating microdata into interval data objects are also provided. The multivariate methodologies available include maximum likelihood estimation and statistical tests for the different configurations, (M)ANOVA, parametric Discriminant Analysis (Duarte Silva and Brito (2015)) and
Model-Based Clustering (Brito et al (2015)).
Furthermore, two alternative extensions of the classical Gaussian-based methods are provided. On
the one hand, outlier detection and estimation based on robust techniques are provided (see Duarte
Silva et al (2018)) ; discriminant parametric methods based on robust estimates are implemented
accordingly. On the other hand, to allow for a more flexible modelling, methods based on the
family of skew distributions (Azzalini and Dalla Valle (1996)) are also considered.
The use of the package main functionalities is illustrated by relevant applications.
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Operational intelligence systems linked to integration platforms is a crucial access for a company
infrastructure since it connects several systems and catches important information regarding the
companies’ business process. More specifically, when a process ends a log-file is produced with
the information about it, like the user that made the request, the service provided, its duration, etc.
In the present study, a huge amount of observations are collected. Typically, around 2.5 Gb of data
are stored per day.
The understanding of clients and services patterns has a commercial interest for the company since
it can lead to improvements in the quality of service provided. In this work, we find homogeneous
groups of clients and services for a better understanding of the workflow of the company. Per each
object (client or service), we have at our disposal all the process durations throughout the day.
Given that our interest relies on the clients or services and not on the process durations per si, then
the objects under study are symbolic. Being so, they are characterized by interval-valued variables,
that describe the processes duration in a 10 minutes period, along a day.
To obtain homogeneous groups of objects, we used a partitional dynamic clustering method proposed by Carvalho et al. (2006), based on adaptive Hausdorff distances. The symbolic approach
is compared with a conventional one, where the processes duration in each 10 minutes periods is
summarized by descriptive statistics. K-means was the clustering method applied to the conventional data.
The obtained partitions suggested the existence of atypical objects, which motivates the use of the
outlier detection method proposed by Duarte Silva et al. (2018). This method is based on robust
Mahalanobis distance, where the parameters are robustly estimated by the trimmed log-likelihood
estimators. The detected outliers were crossed with the partitions previously obtained.
To put this into practice, we use two R packages for symbolic data: RSDA (Rodriguez et al., 2018)
and MAINT.Data (Duarte Silva and Brito, 2018).
This work allows the company to adapt strategies and resources, tailored to each cluster. In addition, if an object strays from its prototype, it may mean that its behaviour has changed, and it is
an added value to the company if the cause for that modification is identified, allowing a proper
correction or adaptation to that change. Furthermore, it is interesting to understand how methods
for interval data deal with real data and whether or not results reveal similar patterns to the ones
obtained with conventional approaches.
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Visualization and exploratory data analysis (EDA, Tukey (1977)) play essential roles in deep analytics on big data analysis. Most available big data visualization methods focus on node-link
diagram based dynamic network drawing which relies on 2D and 3D scatterplots that do not consume much computing memory, power, and display space. The drawback is the limitation on
dimensions of variables to be displayed.
This study aims at resolving the potential difficulties for applying techniques of matrix visualization (MV) for continuous type big data: (1) computation and permutation of proximity matrices;
(2) display of data and proximity matrices. In the past, out-of-core algorithms are the solution for
processing data that are too large to fit into a computer’s main memory at once, but it often leads
to lower computing efficiency. The second issue is how to use MV to present big matrices on a
limited screen space. Even if the memory is enough to render the whole image of MV, it is still
difficult for users to explore overview and specific patterns of a dataset. We shall integrate the
strength of GAP (generalized association plots, Chen (2002)), SDA (symbolic data analysis, Billard and Diday (2003)), with Hadoop/Spark computing facility for taking care of these problems
of computation and display and for creating an environment for matrix visualization of continuous
type big data. We first reduce the size of data by replacing conventional data matrix with symbolic interval-type data matrix while retaining important pieces of information from the original
data matrix. The interval-type data table is then displayed by iGAP (Kao et al. (2014)) and GAP
approaches.
A novel exploratory data analysis system for big data is developed - BigGAP. The Taiwan National
Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD) is used to illustrate the strength of the proposed
methods.
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